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‘By Gosh, it’s pleasant entertainment’

B

‘

Frank Van Straten, Ian Smith and the CATHS Research Group
relive good times at the Plaza Theatre, Northcote.

y Gosh, it’s pleasant entertainment’,

equipment. It’s a building that does not give

along the way, its management was probably

wrote Frank Doherty in The Argus

up its secrets easily.

more often living a nightmare on Elm Street.

in January 1952. It was an apt

Nevertheless it stands as a reminder

The Plaza was the dream of Mr Ludbrook

summation of the variety fare offered for 10

of one man’s determination to run an

Owen Menck, who owned it to the end. One

years at the Plaza Theatre in the northern

independent cinema in the face of powerful

of his partners in the variety venture later

Melbourne suburb of Northcote.

opposition, and then boldly break with the

described him as ‘a little elderly gentleman

past and turn to live variety shows. It was

about to expand his horse breeding interests

the west side of bustling High Street, on the

a unique and quixotic venture for 1950s

and invest in show business’. Mr Menck was

corner of Elm Street. It’s a time-worn façade,

Melbourne, but it survived for as long as

consistent about his twin interests. Twenty

but distinctive; the Art Deco tower now a

many theatres with better pedigrees and

years earlier, when he opened the Plaza as a

convenient perch for telecommunication

richer backers. If the Plaza did have triumphs

cinema, he was already a racing identity; in *

The shell of the old theatre still stands on

1942 his horse Colonus won the Melbourne

apartment was later occupied by Mr Menck

Cup. In the Application to Build, the project was

himself. No photo of the original building,

the theatre days. To walk along Elm Street

described as an ‘alteration of market premises

inside or out, or of later internal changes has

to the back of the building, is to confront

at 412 High Street to a picture theatre’, which

been sighted.

another puzzle: how did this modest perimeter

suggests that part of the former Northcote

The architect for the 1934 building and

The interior today retains nothing from

ever hold 1462 patrons?

Market was recycled into the new structure.

its subsequent upgrade was Rhys E. Hopkins.

It was a great location, close to a major

His sketch of the interior shows an emphasis

as an ‘independent’ house, meaning it was not

intersection, with the High Street tram passing

on rectangles; in a ceiling with cove lighting,

allied to the major chains. It screened mainly

the door — even though the long-established

and for the length of the auditorium. People

MGM, Paramount and British product. It

Northcote Theatre was less than 400 metres

who knew the Plaza in the 1950s recall it

was a ‘second-week’ outlet, often sharing

south. According to the rapturous write-up in

fondly, but their memories do not mesh with

programs with the more influential Westgarth

the local paper, Mr Menck believed that his

this sketch. The interior suggests depth and

Theatre, which was only one kilometre away.

new cinema would carry the day. Eventually

a wide stage, but a Health Department plan

Evidence that the Plaza could pull a

High Street boasted six theatres within a

shows it as a wide, stadium design, with the

crowd, and was therefore worthy of the

distance of five kilometres.

front stalls markedly splayed inwards. A

upgrade of 1937, is an audit submitted to

program plan from the variety days shows no

the Health Department by the theatre’s

Al Mack.

Ludbrook Owen Menck.

splay and a very narrow stage opening.

accountants for one night in March 1938:

the building alterations necessary to enable

Ltd.’ This seems to have been the Plaza’s

Meanwhile, Mr Menck told the press

1432 tickets were sold — this for a house that

the Commission to approve use of a building

last flirtation with live theatre for six years.

that the Plaza’s charges would be modest and

then seated 1455.

as a theatre? This question is likely to arise in

In 1949 Harwood tried again. He submitted

that he proposed to stage a new show every

many cases at any time owing to a shortage

a proposal to the Department of Health:

fortnight, using local and imported artistes.

of films.’

‘There would be no moveable scenery, and

The Plaza was probably the first Art
Deco suburban cinema in Melbourne, but it
didn’t open with the distinctive frontage still

From a central ticket box of black

The Plaza opened on 29 December 1934

visible today. The central tower and a first

vitrolite, circle patrons walked towards a

floor apartment for the manager were added

staircase that brought them to the cross-aisle

in 1937 — additions that necessitated a

at the last row of the circle. From here they

find attractive films, he was happy to try

major underpinning of the foundations. The

could walk down side aisles to one of five

alternatives. The first foray into ‘something

rows of stepped seats. Stalls patrons walked

different’ was in 1937, when radio station
3KZ broadcast weekly heats of the P&A
Parade (Professional and Amateur Parade)

either side of the staircase to
enter either a left or right
corridor, passing offices
and storage areas
in what would be
the back stalls of
a balcony theatre.
They reached the
auditorium at the
cross-aisle at the
break of slope
between the
stepped seats
(circle) and
the stalls.

As Menck found it increasingly hard to

from the theatre on Wednesday nights. This
popular show highlighted fresh faces, voices
and musical acts. It culminated in a concert
broadcast from the Melbourne Town Hall.
In 1941 the Plaza’s manager, A.R. (Dick)
Harwood, wrote to the Health Department

Harwood’s request that the theatre’s

program were:

solution.’ Instead of a rigid safety curtain he

projectionist could double as the switchboard

• The Flying D’Amours (direct from America)

proposed a woolen curtain with drenchers.

operator, rather than employ an A-grade

• Bud, Bags and Brownie –

In July that year architects Cowper, Murphy

electrician. The department stipulated that two

The ‘Lifebuoy’ Comics

and Associates advised the department that

firemen should be on duty at each performance.

• Charles Roy – The Continental Mello (sic)
pianist – direct from Thumbs Up

they wished to extend the stage, construct

The Plaza suspended films programs after

new dressing rooms and a prefabricated and

17 November 1949 and closed for three weeks

• Bert Ray – Inimitable Panto Dame

removable proscenium, improve fire protection

for refurbishment — and rehearsals.

• The Kelvin Boys – A Sailor’s Dancing

by fitting the stage with an automatic sprinkler

Nightmare

The new stage and dressing rooms

system and drencher pipe, and cut into the

presumably took up all of the original

• Don Moon – King of the Xylophone

into an A-class, or fully-live theatre. He

floor to form an orchestra pit. They wrote

front stalls, because the splayed side walls

• The Broadway Bros. – Breathtaking jugglers

was prepared, he said, to put in additional

that the changes would reduce audience

disappeared. This resulted in the auditorium

• Doc Rowe – Magician

dressing rooms (the plan of 1934–1937 does

accommodation by 200.

becoming almost a square. THA member *

• The Kessell Sisters –

not show any dressing rooms) and a safety

Novel Whirlwind Acrobats

curtain. He pointed out that the theatre’s

• Andy Varley Strikes ‘Dame Trouble’

community singing sessions, sponsored by

• The Flying Kelroys – Hair-raising

were attracting audiences of 600, swelling
to 1000 in school holidays. In response,
the department outlined the minimum

Risley Sensation on ladders and
tight-wire
• The Plaza Ballet – Sixteen subtle
shoes

requirement for live performances: a safety

• Kath Daly and Orchestra.

curtain, smoke outlets and footlight grilles.

The compère was the theatre manager,

Without further consultation, Harwood
advertised that from Saturday, 14 June 1941,
the Plaza would present a half-vaudeville,
half-film program. Although annoyed about

Dick Harwood.
All this, plus Paramount’s Zane
Grey epic Heritage of the Desert!
Two years later, on a Saturday

this disregard for procedure, home-front

afternoon, the No 14 Air Training

morale in war-time must have had a softening

Corps (Northcote) presented A Quick

effect on the Health Department, because in

Fire Vaudeville Revue in aid of the

a letter to the Chief Secretary they asked:

Welfare Committee. It promised ‘20

‘Is it possible for the Chief Secretary to
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The Health Department approved

tabs would be treated with fire resisting

requesting advice on how to turn the Plaza

the Northcote Chamber of Commerce,

Jenny Howard.

Featured on the first trial vaudeville

A.R.(‘Dick’) Harwood.

star acts, all professional overseas

issue a theatre license for a limited period to

and local artists direct from Tivoli

allow time for the persons concerned to make

Theatre, Fullers, and J.C.Williamson
Autumn 2012

The Plaza Ballet. Image: Philip A. Kenny.
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Fred Page recalls a pleasing, stadium-style

change of program which racehorse owner

illusion. In June the Plaza was offering Ju-

Joff Ellen, Len Rich, Tommy Dale, Yvonne

interior in powder blue and beige, the seats

Mr L.O.Menck has presented in his comfortable

Be-Lee-Vit, starring the Tiny Tots Revue,

and Yvette, and The Auburns.

upholstered in a port wine colour: ‘The stage

theatre, which was formerly a picture house.

and calling itself ‘The Only Variety Show in

had a picture frame proscenium [presumably

The latest show makes no intellectual demands.

Melbourne’—which was again true, as the

on 10 November. She stayed on for Fun’s-a-

the removable proscenium mentioned by

It is bright vaudeville as we knew it and loved

Tivoli Theatre was then busy with the musical

Buzzin, sharing the bill with Captain Miller

Cowper Murphy] with a nice touch: the top

it years ago — pretty girls, wisecracks playing

Where’s Charley?

and his Performing Cockatoos.

was slightly convex, so that as the curtain

on the old double meaning, and sketches that

closed it advanced towards the audience.’ The

are a bit “blue”. But suburban patrons are

juggler. Al Mack said a temporary farewell in

Plaza reopened as a variety house on Friday,

loving the change from the pictures.’

July, and Clem Dawe and Eric Edgley moved

‘In its 10th week of billing variety revue,

2 December 1949.

‘A.R. Harwood, formerly a film producer

The Argus’s Helen Seager commented

and picture theatre manager, who is director

on 8 February. ‘Following the London
Sketches of the exterior (page 1) and interior of the Plaza by architect Rhys E. Hopkins, c.1934.

5 December 1949, going on to hail a ‘fast-

to the Health Department that on weekdays

dressing room and helped themselves to stage

moving, well-mounted revue, featuring

the audience never exceeded 1000. Many a

costumes and handbags.

many good individual acts. Outstanding

cinema manager in 1950 would have been

in a smoothly run show, presided over by

thrilled to see an audience that size. In fact,

the men as she was leaving the stage. She

comedians Al Mack and Len Rich to the

a month later, the Plaza was reported for

grappled with one of them, but they overpowered

music of Horrie Dargie and his band, were

overcrowding. Toni Lamond explained the

her. The thieves fled into High Street, pursued

the Leotards (European acrobats), the Halroy

theatre’s appeal: ‘The Tivoli had become elite

by ballet girls, ushers and tenor Max Blake.

Brothers (trick cyclists), Bruce Harvey (with

and very expensive, importing lavish overseas

They dropped their haul and Max, a former

his rhythmical spoons), June Marlowe, and

productions. There was no place for the

member of the Kiwis company and an ex-

the Plaza Ballet.’ Also featured were Toni

ordinary family to go for moderately priced,

commander, caught one and held him until

Lamond and Joff Ellen. The Plaza was now

but good quality entertainment. The Plaza

the police arrived.

alive on the adrenalin-fuelled tightrope of

filled that vacuum. The theatre was a hit from

show business.

the beginning.’
The year ended with real drama,

Veteran performer Maggie Buckley saw

‘It won’t happen again,’ Mr Menck told
The Argus. ‘Some of those costumes are worth
up to £30 each.’

Step This Way, with much the same cast. The

however, on Saturday, 31 December 1950,

Hello 1950 was followed by the surprisingly

novelty of a variety theatre in the suburbs

while the entire cast of Hello 1950 were on

titled Up Girls and Atom!; The Argus (16 January 1950)

was working: soon Harwood was complaining

stage for the grand finale, two men entered a

liked it: ‘This is the fourth successful fortnightly

The Plaza’s first regular-Variety bill,
2 December 1949

Interior plan of the Northcote Plaza

‘Amazing contortionist work by Bruce White,
as “The Spider” in a French café setting,

experienced and gets more “form” into
his act, this young man would rate a

pattern, the Plaza, which thanks nobody

good billing on any vaudeville program
in the world. The mello-piano duetting

lines, is backing up its regular team with

and singing of the Mello Sisters was

top-liners whenever it can lay hands
on them. Jenny Howard is booked for

also a highlight of a show which

a season, and Jenny Howard’s name is

commendably maintained the Parisian

something on anybody’s program.’

background throughout. Toni Lamond
pleased with her easy stage presence,

Next up were Going Gay, Bally-Hoo
and Eyes Right — by which time Dick

particularly in joining Al Mack in that

Harwood had moved on, and Al Mack

old musical comedy number, ‘I’m A

and Hal Lennon were producing the shows.

Little Bit Fonder Of You’. Excellent

Harwood was to spend years trying to

equilibrist work by the Kwam Brothers,

find success as a film producer and director.

songs by Patti Hardie, and the comedy

In March 1950 the Tivoli, traditionally

fooling of the popular Plaza team of Al

Melbourne’s home of variety, broke with

Mack, Joff Ellen, Len Rich and John

tradition and presented a play—allowing

“Inky” Williams (who also produced

the Plaza to advertise itself cheekily as

the show) also contributed to an

‘Melbourne’s ONLY Permanent Home

enthusiastically received performance.’

of Variety’. Not only that, but the title of
its next show was pinched from a 1946

Len Rich. Image: Philip A. Kenny.

Tivoli revue, Make it a Party. The Tiv’s Make
it a Party had starred Jenny Howard—the

and Dawe has taken over at the Northcote

much-loved English comedienne who came

Plaza with their own company of 30 in a

to Australia in the 1930s, eventually settled

show called The Midnight Frolics,’ said The

here—and, sure enough, she was back to

Argus on 29 July. ‘The show is modelled on the

headline the Plaza’s version, surrounded by

style popular at British summer resorts, with

‘gorgeous girls, amazing acts, melodious music

a dozen strong players supported by four or

and startling settings’.

five specialty acts. Many of the names will be

The Herald review wasn’t quite so enthusiastic:

familiar to patrons of city variety theatres.’

On 22 December 1950, at the end of
the Parisienne Nights season, the Plaza closed
for three weeks, ‘to permit the staff and
executive to take their holidays’.
Continued in the next On Stage.
This article is one of two on the previously
undocumented history of the Plaza,
Northcote, initiated and prepared by the
Cinema and Theatre Historical Society’s
Research Group: Gordon Evans, Cameron
Hall, Gerry Kennedy, Ross King, Jo Maxion,

‘There was a lot to be desired in some of

On 18 August 1950 The Midnight Frolics lineup

the settings, but it is a standard better than

was enhanced by the addition of the superb

Brian Miller, John Payne, Ian Smith, Frank

this theatre has previously presented. Jenny

British duo pianists Ivor Moreton and Dave

Van Straten, Eric White, Jim White and

Howard set the pace and tone of the show

Kaye, who had been featured in Starry Nights

Peter Wolfenden. The first article, ‘Against

and drew long applause from the large

at the Tivoli earlier in 1949. Their Plaza stint

the Odds: The Plaza Northcote’, appeared

audience. Joff Ellen and Al Mack kept the

was their farewell after nearly 20 months

in 2010 in Issue 66 of CATHS’ magazine

audience laughing.’

touring Down Under. Later Chung Doo, Rob

CinemaRecord. This dealt in detail with the

Jenny stayed on for Laughter Invasion.

Murray and Joey Porter joined the Midnight

Plaza’s cinema years.

The juggling skills of Elimar were a feature

Frolics lineup. The Edgley and Dawe run

On Stage particularly thanks Ian Smith

of The Talk of the Town and Fun and Fancy

lasted until the end of September.

and Frank Van Straten for their contributions

Free. Over the Skyline, in May, featured Argus,
the Mental Wonder, and a ‘Floating Lady’
Page 4

welcomed by The Argus on 11 December:

new revue. When he becomes more

for judging it on any but professional

revival of the live stage,’ said The Argus on

Parisienne Nights, the next show, was

is the outstanding item in [this] slick

pulling in the crowds, and I hope it does,’

Fun and Games — prices 5/-, 3/6 and 2/6d.

The second show, two weeks later, was

in. ‘The well-known comedy team of Edgley

the Plaza Theatre, Northcote, looks like

The first production was a revue called

of production, is pinning his faith in a big

Stop Press was led by Rebla, the very funny

Jenny Howard returned in Hanky Panky

Autumn 2012

The next shows, Long Legs and Laughter
and Funny Side Up, featured Morrie Barling,

to this series, and Lorna Osborne for her
invaluable assistance with the illustrations. n
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The Emerald Hill dream

prostitution racket, mainly for immigrants,
from a station-wagon in the bar’s backyard.
The cast of 26, all members of Cherry’s
ensemble group, included George Whaley,

Peter Pinne salutes one man’s vision and obsession to bring serious
alternative theatre to Melbourne.

W

al Cherry changed Melbourne’s

Cherry’s directorial work and invited him to

he created the Emerald Hill

guest-direct for the Union Theatre Repertory

theatre became home to an ensemble group
developed plays in their own purposely-

playwright Ray Lawler took over as artistic

designed theatre space.

director, but when his play Summer of the

programming and its bold productions of
new local works, classics and internationally
acclaimed contemporary plays, brought a
much needed adrenaline rush to Melbourne’s
theatre scene.

2

Walter John (Wal) Cherry was born on
10 May 1932 at Ballarat, Victoria, the son of
Victorian-born parents Walter Joseph Cherry,
a commercial artist and his wife, Vera Gladys,
née White. He was educated at St Patrick’s

and Mario Perrone. Direction was by Cherry,
sets by Jane Norris (based on suggestions by
Robyn Boyd), and costumes by Julie Copeland
and Norris. Musical accompaniment was pre-

When Sumner left in 1955 to manage
the Elizabethan Theatre Trust in Sydney,

Hill lasted a brief five years, yet its innovative

Eric Coladetti, Beris Sullivan, David James

Company (UTRC).

of actors and playwrights who worked and

Labelled ‘radical’ at the time,1 Emerald

Ailsa Tizard, Julie Copeland, Joe Sorbello,

John Sumner was impressed with

theatrical landscape when

Theatre (1962–1966). This new and vibrant

Georgie Alcock (the future Mrs Whaley),

recorded by composer Ivan Hutchinson on
piano and Peter Clinch on oboe and clarinet.

became involved with its Australian and

Stanley, ‘stood out’. Stanley claimed it was a

international tours, and the UTRC’s artistic

‘vividly stimulating evening’.8

directorship was offered to Cherry.4 He ran

The Emerald Hill Theatre, South Melbourne.

UTRC for the next three years.
Cherry, who had always been a little
left of the mainstream, chose a repertoire
that contained plays by Aristophanes, Ugo
Betti, Bertold Brecht, Federico Garcia Lorca,
Eugene Ionesco, and a strong representation
of American work, particularly Tennessee
Williams and Arthur Miller.
Following a 1958 study tour of Europe,
he became even more adventurous in his

In 1951 Cherry entered the University of

programming choices, aspiring to ‘stretch the

Melbourne (Bachelor of Arts, 1954) and

imagination of the audience.’ 5

dismal flop that Cherry was forced to cancel it
after five performances; it was hastily replaced
with a two-week season of the company’s
previous play, Cat On a Hot Tin Roof. Cherry ran
the company into debt and resigned in 1959.
He then formed the Melbourne Theatre
Workshop and Actors’ Studio. Its stated
aim was ‘to provide a centre for professional
actors, or people who intended to become
professional actors, to explore as many aspects
of their art as possible. Sessions based upon
the Stanislavskian method, as well as more
modern developments, are given weekly,
plays are kept constantly in rehearsal, and
the physical activities of the Studio include
judo, fencing, modern and classical dance and
period dance and movement.’ 6
Cherry’s concept was very much
influenced by what he saw on his European
study trip at the Berliner Ensemble, Jean
Vilar’s Théâtre National Populaire in France
and Joan Littlewood’s Theatre Royal,
Stratford East, workshop in London.7 Cherry
called the group Theatre 60.
On 20 August 1960 Theatre 60 opened

Transforming the building, with Wal Cherry supervising from the doorway.
The plays were challenging and

Theatre 60’s next production, Arthur
Schnitzler’s La Ronde, was staged at the Russell

2: To present exciting and stimulating theatre
for audiences who like to see real people on
the stage;
3: To give Australian playwrights the

Street Theatre. The cast included Albiston

opportunity to develop plays through

and Whaley, with David Mitchell and Kurt

improvisation and collaboration with

Ludescher. Stanley thought it ‘an evening of

professional actors and producers;

tedium, with the best entertainment coming

4: To provide a small centre for a variety of

from three singers rendering a ballad especially

activities which would not otherwise be

written by Cherry to link each scene.’ 9

presented by theatre organisations with

After two weeks the play was withdrawn
and replaced by a revival of All That Fall coupled

large overhead costs.11
The theatre itself was to be open

with Beckett’s Krapp’s Last Tape, performed

Wednesday to Sunday nights. At other times it

and produced by Peter O’Shaughnessy.

was to be used for jazz and folk music concerts,

The season did not do well, and Theatre 60

theatre for children, and art exhibitions. A

went into liquidation.10

small upstairs foyer at the front of the building

In January 1961, Cherry found a

Donations in many forms came from

in Dorcas Street, South Melbourne, in a

Tim Burstall (Eltham Films), Kenn Brodziak

deconsecrated 1877 Baptist Church that had

(Aztec Services), Irene Mitchell, Peter

been designed by Thomas Watts. Assisted by

Randall, Zara Holt, Frank Crean, Stephen

Jane Norris and Cherry, renowned architect

Murray-Smith, Fred Maxian, Robyn Boyd,

Robin Boyd converted the building into a

Laurel Martyn (Victorian Ballet Guild),

flexible theatre for proscenium and large open

Vic Arnold (Actors Equity), Colin Bennett,

staging. A revolving stage was incorporated.

Christopher Muir, Erwin Rado, Raymond

There was seating for 135, tiered to ensure

Stanley, Patricia Kennedy and George

that every member of the audience sat within

Whaley, among others.

six metres of the stage.
The theatre was named the Emerald Hill
in honor of the original name of the South

Emerald Hill’s first production was an

Melbourne suburbs to adopt full municipal

Australian musical, Not with Yours Truly, which

Beckett’s All That Fall and Sean O’Casey’s

status. An emerald green colour scheme was

opened on 15 March 1962. It had a book

The Shadow of a Gunman. Both were played

used throughout the theatre.

by Bill Hannan, music by Ivan Hutchinson,

England, Geelong West, Cherry married

the box-office. One production, the locally

Marcelle Lynette (Peg) Mathieson, a school-

written revue Speak of the Devil, which tried

teacher. That same year he was appointed

to emulate the cabaret entertainments of

Kelton, Mark Albiston, David James and

want to work together towards a vital and

manager of the university’s Union Theatre.3

Germany’s Weimar Republic, was such a

George Whaley who, according to Ray

coherent style;

the reasons for the formation of the theatre

the auditorium.

and the company:

releases was called Black with a Dash, had been

1: To house an ensemble of actors who

in rehearsal for nine months.

Autumn 2012

calling it ‘an excellent piece of brash new
theatre for a brash little new theatre which
we need very much.’ Ray Stanley in Australian
Theatregoer likened it to the London musicals
The Crooked Mile and Fings Ain’t Wot They Used
T’Be, which similarly were about low-life and
had prostitutes among the major characters.
Referring to Ivan Hutchinson’s score, The
Herald claimed it was ‘hard to judge the songs
because of a lack of effective voices,’ but
Listener In-TV thought ‘there were a few
tricky numbers with snappy lyrics, and

*

and lyrics by Hannan, Hutchinson and Wal

totally successful changes had to be made to
The cast included group members Fay

Howard Palmer in The Sun was effusive,

sewing costumes, and working backstage.

Melbourne area, which was one of the first

A handsomely-printed brochure explained

TV thought it ‘half-baked and unconvincing’.

with actors chipping-in and building sets,

Eastern Hill, of two Irish plays, Samuel

artistically successful, but failed financially at

A theatre, Wanted: A play’, while Listener In-

The theatre was run as a co-operative

a three-week season at the National Theatre,

in-the-round, which meant drastic and not

Standish headlined his Herald review ‘Found:

was later used as an art gallery.

permanent home for his Actors’ Studio

On 4 January 1956 at St John’s Church of
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but the musical was found wanting. Harry

Seventeenth Doll took off, Lawler and Sumner

College, Ballarat, and Geelong High School.

quickly became involved in student theatre.

The new theatre was lauded by the press,

The Would-be Gentleman (1962)—The Minuet.

Cherry. The musical, which in early press

Set in a St Kilda espresso bar the story
revolved around a Cockney spiv who ran a

The Would-be Gentleman (1962)—
George Whaley, Jane Norris
Page 7

some lively dancing.’ The score included

play: he had originally introduced it to

prisoners’ and prison officers’ points of view.

‘Botany Bay Cha-Cha’ sung to the tune of

Melbourne audiences during the 1956

The all-male cast, who doubled as prisoners

the familiar folk song with new lyrics by

UTRC season.

and warders, included George Whaley, Eric

actor Joe Sorbello.

Miller’s play about a dysfunctional

Not with Yours Truly played for 34

Coladetti, Terry Donovan, David Kendall,

American family and the repercussions

John Paton, Joe Sorbello, David James, Clive

performances. It was an interesting

of a father’s (Willy Loman) one-night-

Winmill and Brian Sutton. Cherry designed

production, not entirely successful, but it

stand on his sons (Biff and Happy) and

and directed it, Julie Copeland designed the

showed enough promise to seem possible

his wife (Linda) was instantly recognised

costumes, with Eric Coladetti setting the songs

that Cherry’s high hopes for the theatre

as a classic portrayal of modern society.

in Behan’s script.

could be fulfilled.

Cherry, having previously staged it, knew

The Would-be Gentleman (Le Bourgeois
Gentilhomme) was the second production,
opening on 19 May 1962. Molière’s

According to Geoffrey Hutton (The Age)

the emotional strengths of the work and this

it was ‘an untheatrical play with little formal

time his ensemble cast rose to the occasion.

structure, with no obvious effects, and with a

George Whaley was Willie Loman,

rare mixture of satire and compassion.’ He

1670 satire on pretension and snobbery

Terry Donovan played Happy, and

thought Cherry’s production had the ‘vigour

among the French middle-class and

newcomers to the company, Peter Adams

and impact’ which the play demanded.

and Patricia Kennedy, were Biff and Linda

Likewise, said James Murphy (The Bulletin):

respectively. James Murphy (The Bulletin)

‘This is a fine play – vital, compassionate,

called Whaley ‘impressive’, Kennedy

admirably direct and economical in its methods.’

‘splendid’ and thought Donovan captured

He called it an ‘excellent performance’.

aristocracy had been in rehearsal for a
year. Once again the cast was drawn from
the members of the ensemble with David
James, Joe Sorbello, George Whaley, Eric
Coladetti and Ailsa Tizard amongst them.
The five-act comedie-ballet play
intermingled with music, dance and
singing, is not easy to accomplish successfully.
Critics were divided in their assessment of
Cherry’s production.
James Murphy’s The Bulletin review called
it a ‘triumphant success’, going on to say
‘Molière – or someone who fits his description
remarkably well – lives on this stage, and his
visit is not to be missed.’ Murphy also thought
the production was ‘stylish, beautifully
costumed, and vividly alive,’ singling out
Ailsa Tizard for praise, calling her ‘one of
the brightest talents on the Melbourne stage’.
Yet Ray Stanley thought it was not Molière,
and that most of the cast ‘seemed to play in
different keys and styles, and it lacked unity’.

‘admirably in gesture, stance and voice the
The Matchmaker (1962)—Ailsa Tizard, Marie
Redshaw, George Whaley, David Kendall.
Emerald Hill as Pope Leo X, were said to be

lazy, stupid sensuality of Hap’. Although

Howard Palmer (The Sun) said: ‘Everyone
must see this play’. Unfortunately, they didn’t.

he lacked ‘the footballer physique’, Adams’

Despite the rave reviews, The Quare Fellow could

performance as Biff was classed as ‘intelligent’.

manage only 27 performances.

The production closed on 27 October 1962

Cherry chose a comedy for the Christmas

(Barnaby Tucker), Joe Sorbello (Malachi

as the first show, Not with Yours Truly.

Stack), Ailsa Tizard (Minnie Fay), Jane

audiences during his tenure at the UTRC.

Cherry designed and directed the play, with

starting to take notice, with Emerald Hill’s

It opened on 13 December and played until

costumes by Julie Copeland.

potential of Cherry’s production, but the

future programming. It was revived in 1964

imaginative lighting effects were a big plus.

and 1966.

27 January 1963. Wilder’s popular farce about

Marie Beare (Australian Theatregoer) said

season was Brendan Behan’s The Quare Fellow.

a wily 1898 New York marriage broker

Wal Cherry’s production had a ‘zip that

Behan’s first play, a grimly realistic portrait

Dolly Levi and her machinations to marry

rarely lost its spontaneity’, and claimed acting

designed and directed, was Arthur Miller’s

of prison life in Ireland at that time, had

Yonkers merchant Horace Vandergelder, was

honours went to George Whaley who ‘gave

Death of a Salesman, sub-titled ‘certain private

originally been produced in 1954. ‘The

to become even more popular two years later

a performance of rare distinction’. James

conversations in two acts and a requiem’. It

Quare Fellow’, who was never seen, was

when it was turned into the musical Hello, Dolly!.

Murphy (The Bulletin) agreed, calling Whaley’s

was not the first time Cherry had directed

a man condemned to die; Behan’s play

Miller’s Pulitzer Prize and Tony winning

examined the taking of a man’s life from the

closed after a mere 27 performances.
Cherry’s fourth production, which he also

In its first year of operation the company
more misses than hits, but some people were

another play he had introduced to Melbourne

The fifth play in the company’s first

after playing 34 performances, the same run

Van Huysen) and Eric Coladetti (Rudolph).

Salesman became a staple in Emerald Hill’s

The play failed to attract an audience and

‘an hilarious delight’. The Matchmaker closed

Whaley (Cornelius Hackl), David Kendall

had struggled for audiences. There had been

production: Thornton Wilder’s The Matchmaker,

The inexperience of the cast limited the

Marie Redshaw (Irene Molloy), George

Norris (Ermengarde), Georgie Alcock (Flora

after 35 successful performances. Death of a

‘both clearly out of their depth’ (The Bulletin).

The Quare Fellow (1962)—David Kendall, Joe Sorbello, Terry Donovan, John Paton.

Gloria McDonall headed the cast as Dolly
Levi, with David James (Horace Vandergelder),

the ‘performance of the year’. He also said it
was ‘ideal holiday fare’ while The Sun called it

work being compared more than favorably
with the UTRC’s. The last paragraph of
the The Bulletin’s Quare Fellow notice says it
all: ‘With no prejudice whatever towards the
Union Theatre Repertory Company, I must
point out that anyone who wants to see the
real thing this week will find it at Emerald
Hill’ (The Bulletin).
The 1963 season commenced with a new
Australian play, When the Gravediggers Come,
by Melbourne author Robert Amos. The

The production used the music of JeanBaptiste Lully, which had been composed for

work was a co-winner of the 1961 Sydney

the original French production in 1670. The

Journalists’ Club Award. Austrian by birth,

Would-be Gentleman played 40 performances.

Amos had learnt English as a second language.
Escaping when the Nazis took over Austria, he

The Australian première of John Osborne’s
Luther, which followed in July, was described by

fled to China, and during World War II was a

the critics as both ‘tremendous’ (The Sun) and

civilian internee of the Japanese in Shanghai.

‘disappointing’ (The Bulletin). Osborne’s 1961

He came to Australia in 1949, becoming a

play about the life of Martin Luther and his

research chemist for the CSIRO.12

role in the 1520 Protestant Reformation had

Set in a Chinese port in 1949, the play

made a star of Albert Finney in its West End

concerned White Russian refugees who are

production. George Whaley played the role at

waiting apprehensively for the Communist

Emerald Hill and was the main reason to see

occupation of their city. Leslie Rees, a judge

the show. Reviewers found him ‘compelling’

in the Journalists’ Club Award, thought it was

but Joe Sorbello as Cajetan and Terry

a ‘living document, full of atmosphere and *

Donovan, making his first appearance at

Not With Yours Truly (1962)—Julie Copeland,

Luther (1962)—George Whaley,

Sharon Barnett, David James, Ailsa Tizard,

Julie Copeland, Louis Mattle.

George Whaley, Joe Sorbello, Beris Sullivan.
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vivid personalities, offering pungent comment

The company was forced to accept the Trust’s

on our changing times, with their questioning,

guarantee against loss, because the play did

hope and despair.’13

zero business, closing after 20 performances.

After the competition, the Playwrights’

It was Barry Balmer’s idea to present a

Advisory Board invited the co-operation of the

late supper show on Friday nights. Ike Delavale

Elizabethan Theatre Trust in getting the play

Remembers Vaudeville was created around one of

staged.14 The Trust guaranteed the Emerald

the last living greats of vaudeville. Delavale

Hill production against loss for £150.

15

had started in show business in 1910 as a

The new year also brought some new

12-year-old song-and-dance-man. During his

faces on stage: Dawn Klingberg, Lloyd

early career he had been an actor, producer,

Cunnington, John Frawley, Stewart Weller,

manager and a specialist Hebrew comedian.

Julian Pringle, Ernest Parham, Barry

In Delavale’s Emerald Hill stroll down memory

Balmer and, making his first appearance in

lane he was assisted by Myrtle Roberts and

a mainstage production as a walk-on sailor,

Barry Balmer.

Aarne Neeme. Regular actors included Terry

The show opened on 5 April 1963

Donovan, David Kendall, Gloria McDonall
and Georgie Alcock. Wal Cherry directed,
with set design by Jane Norris, and costumes
by Julie Copeland, who also made a brief

at 11.30pm and ran for about a month.
When the Gravediggers Come (1963)—Stewart Weller, Ray Stanley remembers it as ‘interesting
Terry Donovan, John Frawley, Lloyd Cunnington.
and entertaining’. Balmer became press
representative for Emerald Hill and later

appearance on stage. The opening night,
27 March 1963, coincided with UNESCO

(The Bulletin) said: ‘This play is fully equipped

World Theatre Day.

with sensational items: a half-caste who also

Critical reaction was mixed. H.A.Standish

happens to be a cripple, a knife-throwing

held the same position with the Melbourne
Theatre Company.
The second production for 1963 was a

(The Herald) called it ‘human and involved,

syphilitic, a prostitute, a homosexual, adultery,

return by Cherry to the Mississippi Delta

pitying and pitiable,’ but Ray Stanley thought

murder and suicide. But it has no unifying

canvas of Tennessee Williams, when he

it was ‘confusing’. Madeleine Armstrong

theme and the violence seems gratuitous.’

directed his second production of Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof. The first had been for the UTRC
in 1957, two years after the play had won the
Pulitzer Prize.
Former pro footballer Brick is an alcoholic
and refuses to sleep with his wife, Maggie
(The Cat). Big Daddy, Brick’s father, is dying
of cancer. Over three acts Williams reveals
the secrets and guilt that are eating away at
this once great Southern family.
Dawn Klingberg stayed around to play

Continued in the next edition of On Stage.
Note: The blueprint for this article was a
three-page retrospective written by Ray
Stanley for Theatre Australia (April 1979, pp19–
20, 40). During the period of Emerald Hill’s
life (1962–66), Ray Stanley also wrote reviews

Majesty’s Theatre Archives, Perth), Aarne

6. Stanley, op cit, p.19.

Neeme, Jane Norris, Frank Van Straten,

7. Holloway, op cit, p.23.

George Whaley.

8. Ibid
9. Ibid
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Bright but brief candle
John Pratt documents an innovative Western Australian enterprise.

I

t is difficult to find much reference to the

Education Department to the tune of one

Theatre Arts Players in the archives. It

shilling per mile when beyond 50 miles of

was a company that toured country and

Perth. The actors were paid from the two-

regional Western Australia for just seven years

shillings-and-sixpence entrance fee charged for

in the 1960s, performing mostly in schools

performances and had their accommodation

but including some evening performances in

and meals paid for on the tour.

towns that had never seen live drama before.
It was formed in 1960 when John

The program was extended in 1962 to
include plays for junior secondary schools,

Bottomley of the WA Education Department

including suitably condensed versions of

asked Ric Hearder to replace the previous

Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar and The Merchant

ad hoc tours with a new and more reliable

of Venice, and eventually Hamlet and Shaw’s

company. Ric’s experiences with an earlier

Saint Joan.

tour (which included the cast arriving
in Kalgoorlie at 1.00am to find that no

Stewart Weller as Big Daddy. Mae and Gooper

accommodation had been arranged) and his

were Gloria McDonall and George Whaley

time as a scholarship student at LAMDA in

respectively, with David Kendall as Reverend

London, gave him the confidence to accept

Tooker and Julian Pringle as the Doctor.

the invitation. His mother, Beryl Hearder, had

Former radio headliner Kitty Bluett was cast as

been running the Academy of Theatre Arts

Big Mama, but she pulled out at the last minute,

in Perth, teaching drama, voice and public

forcing a far too young understudy, Georgie

speaking, and had the management skills to

Alcock, to take her place.16 Cherry directed the

organise the company. With Beryl handling

production, with set design by Jacqueline Beck

the office, wardrobe, pays and some of the

and costumes by Julie Copeland.

directing, Ric’s father, Kirk, an experienced
stage manager, providing technological

controlled and completely faithful to the play,’

support, and Ric directing, acting and driving

said Madeleine Armstrong (The Bulletin), with

the van, the Theatre Arts Players was born.

‘Dawn Klingberg able to sustain the burden
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performances, and closed on 9 June 1963.

Maggie, with Terry Donovan as Brick and

‘Wal Cherry’s production is beautifully

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (1963)—Terry Donovan, Dawn Klingberg.

The play opened on 8 May, ran 25

Their first tour took The Princess and

of Act 1, which is almost a monologue, with

the Swineherd to primary schools in Beverly,

ease and spirit.’ She also liked Terry Donovan,

Brookton, Pingelly, Wickepin, and Narrogin,

saying he ‘manages well the transition from

where they performed two shows a day

controlled stillness to goaded fury.’

for a week. They were subsidised by the
Autumn 2012

They adapted Robert Louis Stevenson’s
Kidnapped and presented it in three forms:
the first act as a radio play, the second act as
a rehearsal, and the final act in full production
with set and costumes, giving the students
examples of how different performances
are created.
They are also credited with creating the
first television drama in WA when Coralie
Condon invited them to present The Princess
and the Swineherd in serial form at Channel–7.
Ric, like many others in Perth at the time,
watched it in a shop window in the city since
so few people had televisions in their homes.
By 1967, the Theatre Arts Players were
playing to 40 000 people in a year, in towns
ranging from Carnarvon in the north to
Albany and Esperance in the south and
Kalgoorlie in the east. When in 1967,
Stefan Haag of the Elizabethan Theatre

Theatre Arts Players founder Ric Hearder.

Trust wanted the Playhouse to take over, the
Theatre Arts Players could not compete with
the government funding for the new company
and Beryl and Ric had little option but to
wind up the Players.
In the seven years of its existence, the
Theatre Arts Players provided entertainment
and education for many people who would not
otherwise have seen a theatre performance
at all. They provided experience for young
actors and even inspired some young country
people to aspire to an acting career, including
the now veteran actor and director, Rod Hall
in Pingelly.
As a measure of the effect the Theatre
Arts Players had, Ric Hearder, now a spry 80
years old and still acting occasionally, recently
had someone ask him in a supermarket queue
‘Didn’t I see you in a play in Narrogin once?’
That ‘once’ was 46 years ago! 

n
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A lengthy account of a concert given by
Dame Nellie Melba at the Sydney Town Hall

Finding the right pitch

in 1907 paid considerably more attention to
the problems caused by the matinée hat than
to the concert itself.

The Tivoli, the matinée hat and the songs
of Miss Marie Lloyd: Terry Sawyer ‘dips his lid’
to a bizarre theatrical phenomenon.

At about the same time, theatre managers
around Australia conferred and all agreed
to project messages onto ‘a kinematograph
screen’ requesting women to remove their
hats. The displayed message was presented

A managerial request from a J.C.Williamson program of 1904.

around the country with varying degrees of

I

n 1905, the Australian architect Robert

sensitivity. The Kalgoorlie Theatre Royal

Haddon made an intriguing observation

request read: ‘Ladies will remove their hats.

drawings of 1885 for the Princess Theatre

in regard to the design of the recently-

Females must!’

shows that the back of the stalls was level with

sightlines and acoustics and Harry Rickards’

erected New Opera House in Melbourne

In the long run, Pitt’s attention to good

the footlights in that theatre also. The floor

energetic promotion of popular fare ensured

(later renamed and better known to us as

the campaign was a success and thus ‘the

slope at the King’s Theatre (and the Tivoli)

the success of the Tivoli as a variety theatre.

the Tivoli).

ridiculous hat was killed off overnight’.

was, however, one degree steeper (five degrees

It was a fine building and the theatrical

as opposed to four degrees) which may have

home to many performers with links to music

According to The Register (Adelaide),

According to Haddon, the theatre, which

Robert Haddon’s observation with regard

had been designed by the prominent theatre

to the steep pitch of the floors at the Tivoli

architect William Pitt for manager Harry

reflected an account given of the opening of

Rickards, had a feature which would strike

the theatre in The Australasian in 1901. The

a visitor from overseas as ‘something new’.

newspaper noted that the theatre had several

That ‘something new’ was an increased pitch

marked deviations from the ordinary type, the

of the galleries and the stalls floors of the

most notable being the extreme slope of the

theatre which had been designed specifically

dress circle, which was designed to minimise

to overcome a problem which had bedevilled
international theatre managements throughout

‘Mr Punch’s Patent Matinée Hat’ – from Punch, 15 February 1896.

rise and rise of the matinée hat.

problem. The surviving original drawings
for the Princess, the Tivoli and the King’s
theatres on the other hand show that the dress
circle floor slopes at the Tivoli and the King’s
were actually shallower than those on the

The Australasian, 25 May 1901, p.1152.

overcome the matinée hat problem was rather

you cannot necessarily believe everything you

The Sydney Morning Herald, 25 December 1907, p.3.

like burning down a house to boil an egg.

see (i.e. the original construction drawings)

Frank Van Straten: Tivoli, Thomas C. Lothian, 2003.

or everything you read (i.e. the historical

Michael R. Booth, Joel H. Kaplan (eds):

by the fine acoustics of the new theatre,

accounts of the claimed attributes of the

The Edwardian Theatre; Essays on Performance and

noting that the famous English songstress

theatres).

the Stage, Cambridge University Press, 1996.  n

dress. These towering hats, piled high with

objectionable to the women as a counter

the greater the matinée hat problem.

ornamentation of birds, flowers or fruit, were

protest. Litigation occurred over matinée

attached to bundles of gathered hair by very

hat issues in both England and France, but a

absurdity of the hats, and Shaw himself started

Miss Marie Lloyd could be heard with

long hatpins. They were not easily fitted, nor

celebrated case in England turned out to be

a campaign in the press with mixed results.

‘extreme distinctness’. The correspondent

nothing more than a publicity stunt cooked

observation that overseas visitors would

were they easily removed. In any case, the

thought however that some of Miss Lloyd’s

up by an enterprising theatre producer and a

have judged the pitch of the floor slopes

women were reluctant to remove them as the

ditties (especially those involving the bicycling

seemingly aggrieved woman.

during the run of Ibsen’s A Doll’s House in the

at the Tivoli to be ‘something new’. The

matinée hat was regarded as an integral part of

William Pitt-designed Princess Theatre in

girl, the barmaid and the bather) sailed close

documented upper floor slopes of many

1889, however, the same year in which it had

the wind, and that a measure of indistinctness

English theatres, both before and after the

been first performed in London. The play was

would not have gone amiss. But the Tivoli

matinée hat era, were terrifyingly steep.

admired in Melbourne for the quality of the

fare was not legitimate theatre and Marie

Some overseas theatre managers sought

grown rapidly from the 1870s as the result

the removal of the hats, but a columnist for

of the increasing popularity of the theatre

a ladies’ magazine objected, stating that most

among the leisured classes. The matinée

women forced to remove their hats ‘… looked

audiences mainly consisted of the wives

dishevelled in consequence, for hats do disarrange

and daughters of successful merchants who

the hair and flatten the front waves, etc., in a

dressed opulently to proclaim to the outside

way that no man can understand’.

world that they were no longer confined by

Matinée hat disputations occurred in

the restraints of the domestic domain. It also

acting, but closed after a short run.
There is no indication that Pitt paid any
attention to the matinée hat question in his
1885 design for the Princess Theatre. On the
other hand, there is no indication that the

theatres across the globe. In 1897, the City

suited the male merchant class to show off

matinée hat caused difficulties in Melbourne

of Chicago approved the imposition of fines

their women as surrogate signifiers of wealth.

theatres in the mid-1880s. Despite that,

on women who wore their hats in theatres. In

Matinée performances were largely

the fact that the Brisbane Courier observed in

The Advertiser (Adelaide), 8 July 1908, p.9.

that building a theatre specifically designed to

hat was the crowning glory of matinée

In Britain, matinée performances had

References:

The Register (Adelaide), 9 June 1910, p.6.

Ibsen, the more women at the performances,

a well-considered and stylish dress ensemble.

institution. It was a sad loss.

Majesty’s) of 1885. One can only assume that

scribe made the somewhat wry observation

they would smoke and make themselves

No hat issues were reported in Melbourne

only a beloved theatre but also a Melbourne

The Brisbane Courier, 9 January 1904, p.16.

Shaw to their taste. The more Shaw and

Theatre critics railed against the perceived

marked the end for the Tivoli, which was not

Barnet-designed Alexandra Theatre (later Her

A group of men reacted by indicating that

The visual extravagance of the matinée

hall traditions. Destruction by fire in 1967

original layouts at the Princess or the Nahum

the inconvenience of the matinée hat. The

the 1880s and 1890s. That problem was the

resulted in minimisation of the matinée hat

The Australasian was nevertheless impressed

Lloyd was no Ibsen or Shaw. The potential
for an outbreak of the matinée hat problem
might not have been such an issue in
Rickards-managed houses which were much
more inclined to bawdiness than bardiness.
William Pitt revisited the matinée problem
in his design of the King’s Theatre (now the
site of the Greater Union cinema complex
in Russell Street) in 1907. The slope of the

It also seems odd that Robert Haddon’s

This was often due to the severely constricted
and irregular sites available for theatre
construction and not to the noble desire to
overcome the matinée hat problem.
In general, Melbourne theatre auditoriums
tended towards more agreeable proportions with
generously dimensioned sites available for the
construction of large theatres.
While to some (the conscientious William

attended by ladies of leisure, and the number

1909 that the matinée hat had never been

stalls’ floor was reported to have been so

Pitt and uneasy theatre managers), the pitch

outlaw large hats resulted in women planning

of female matinée attendees was further

the nuisance in Australia that it had been in

great that the back of the stalls was level with

of the auditorium floors demanded careful

a protest by wearing gigantic hats and

boosted by groups of women who found the

England and America, newspaper reports

the footlights, thus getting over the matinée

consideration, while to others (the prim and the

‘A surrogate signifier of wealth’—

voicing their dissent during an Opera House

sensibilities of newly-emerging playwrights

published in the early 1900s indicate that

hat difficulty. But this is all rather puzzling.

unsuspecting), the pitch of Marie Lloyd’s songs

a fashionable creation featured in an

performance attended by the governor.

such as Henrik Ibsen and George Bernard

Pitt’s concerns were not unwarranted.

An examination of William Pitt’s original

was of far greater concern.

advertisement in a 1911 program.

Spain, the Governor of Madrid’s decision to
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Welcome ‘Mr. C.’
Peter Burgis discovers an interesting link between early Australian
radio, classic vaudeville, and a revered Scottish character actor.
Welcome 2UW
In 1922 Otto Sandel, a 16-year-old Brisbane
lad, moved to Sydney, taking digs at his aunt’s
boarding house at Manly. Young Otto was a
keen wireless experimenter and after building
a transmitter he commenced broadcasting
using the musical talents of his aunt’s lodgers.
He was soon allocated an experimental
licence with the call sign 2UW. By 1925 he
was fully licensed.
Sandel supported his broadcasting venture

In the years after the World War II, 2UW
produced some of the biggest shows on air,
including Australia’s Amateur Hour, Lux Radio
Theatre, and Bob Dyer’s Can You Take It? The
station was also the home of the large output
of serials by the George Edwards Players,
including Dad and Dave of Snake Gully. 2UW
staff grew from a dozen people in 1932 to
more than a hundred by 1949.

Welcome Visitor

by manufacturing and repairing radios, a

On 6 March 1949, 2UW launched a Sunday

business he conducted from 1926 to 1972.

night program called Welcome Visitor. In it,

Radio 2UW changed hands several times until

celebrities landing in Sydney were asked their

it was acquired in 1933 by an Albert family

views on all sorts of topics, including the

company. Alberts were a major sheet music

inevitable ‘What do you think of Australia?’

publisher and sold Boomerang mouth organs.

Inspiration for this series may have been
the American Broadcasting Company’s
program Welcome Travelers, first broadcast in
the USA in 1947; in it people passing through
Chicago were met at bus, train and plane
terminals and brought before a microphone
to relate their impressions of the Windy City.
It’s more likely, however, that it took its cue
from a much earlier Melbourne program,
The Voice of the Voyager, launched on 3KZ by
Norman Banks in 1937.
In similar vein, Welcome Visitor interviews
were recorded in airports, ships’ cabins
and hotel lobbies. Producers included Reg
McMaster and Albert Arlen, with interviews
conducted by announcers Guy Nixon, Leon
Becker, Paul Martin and John Barnes. The
presence of composer Albert Arlen, who
had joined 2UW in 1948, could explain the
large number of interviews with theatrical
people. Arlen’s wife was singer-actress Nancy

Maud Courtney and Mr. C. share a bill at His
Majesty’s Theatre, Wellington, with Stiffy and
Mo, and Bert Coote, father of Robert Coote
of My Fair Lady fame. July 1924.
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An early portrait of Finlay Currie.
Welcome Visitor press cuttings, one of which
announced that program number 95, due
for broadcast on 10 December 1950, would
feature actor Finlay Currie, ‘a veteran of
the Australian vaudeville stage’ who had just
arrived in Sydney by Qantas Constellation to
appear in the film Kangaroo.
The cutting revealed that Mr Currie was
to portray Michael McGuire, a squatter and
film dad of Maureen O’Hara. The actor had
the MGM blockbuster Quo Vadis?.

touring Maud was billed as either ‘The Yankee

Maud Courtney’s career seems to have

Brooklyn, New York, on 28 November 1884.

Girl’ or ‘The Queen of Vivacity’. Finlay (as Mr. C.)

ended by the 1930s. I can find no evidence

She started attracting attention around the

was introduced as ‘The Prince of Raconteurs’

of her working on radio or in sound films.

Finlay Jefferson Currie started life as a church

turn of the century with her singing of old

or ‘The Prince of Taletellers’.

She possibly took the opportunity retire after

organist and music hall singer. Described

songs with a sweet voice, simple demeanour

as ‘A magnificently ugly character star’ he

and gentle manners. In 1901 she helped

pair had played all the capital cities as well

She did come back to Australia in 1950 to

entered films in 1931 in The Old Man. He

introduce ‘The Honeysuckle And The Bee’ on

as the backblocks. ‘On some city stages we

be with Finlay while he worked on Kangaroo.

played memorable character roles in movies

American vaudeville. This English composition

worked alongside Professor Felix’s Marvellous

She landed in Sydney on 17 November on

like Great Expectations (1946), Whisky Galore

by William H. Penn and Albert H. Fitz was

Monkeys,’ he said, ‘whilst in the backblocks

the P&O liner Strathaird. It is not known if the

Who was Finlay Currie and what was his
connection with the Australian stage?
Born in Edinburgh on 20 January 1878,

her husband’s career took off in the 1930s.

included in the 1901 stage musicals Prima

we often shared a dressing-room with a troupe

(1959), which he also narrated. Some of his

Donna (in New York) and Bluebell in Fairyland

of performing seals which was travelling with

died in 1959, aged 74.

best television work was in Brigadoon (1966)

(in London). Maud also gained fame for her

our company.’

and Alice in Wonderland (1967).
In the course of his Welcome Visitor

monologue ‘Didn’t We, Joe?’.

Like many vaudevillians Maud Courtney

In the latter part of his life Finlay became a
much respected antiques dealer, specialising in

and Finlay Currie led a nomadic lifestyle

coins and precious metals. His last appearance

Australian stage well before 1916, as they had

with the associated theatrical highs and lows.

before the camera was in a two-part episode

a son, George Frank Courtney Currie, born

While their Australian movements are not

of television’s The Saint, with Roger Moore,

in Melbourne on 26 September 1906. He was

well documented, it is known that they spent

which went to air in January 1969 after his

having trod the local boards for 10 years from

was educated (as a boarder) at Melbourne’s

a lot of time here between 1906 and 1926,

death: the veteran actor had passed away in

1916. My wife and I used to get top billing in

Xavier College, while his parents toured.

working mainly on Sir Benjamin Fuller’s

May 1968, in his 91st year.

the Queensland-educated composer Arthur

30 years of his working life were spent as a

Benjamin (when he went to England, young

stage actor and entertainer. He added, ‘I am

Benjamin occasionally wrote music under the

a veteran of the Australian vaudeville stage,

Back in the 1980s I conducted oral history

In the interview Finlay recalled that the

Welcome Visitor team interviewed her. Maud

interview Currie explained how the first

Welcome Finlay Currie

Finlay’s wife, Maud Courtney, was born in

(1949), Treasure Island (1950) and Ben-Hur

Brown, a native of Brisbane and a cousin of

name of Arthur Brisbane).

Finlay Currie as Michael McGuire in the 1952 Australian-made film Kangaroo.

flown in from Rome where he had played in

Australia as “Maud Courtney and Mr. C.”
At that time “Mr. C.” stood for Harry Calvo,

Maud and Mr. C. were also working the

Finlay and his wife seem to have had a

vaudeville circuit, as well as in the bush. They

Finlay Currie was one of the first

busy Aussie tour in October–November 1912,

seem to have drawn good and responsive

Edinburgh-born actors to achieve cinema
fame. In his wake followed Alastair Sim, Sir Ian
Richardson and Sir Thomas Sean Connery. n

interviews with the Arlens at their Sydney

a stage name I used before adopting my

before coming back in 1917, and staying for

audiences. Newspaper critics’ reviews were

waterfront home. Albert showed me some old

real name.’

almost 10 years. During their Australian

usually kind.
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Winging it

Whereas the ladies are decidedly mannish,

This was Pattie Browne’s first appearance

With the exception of the last piece, it is

The tour opened at the Grand Theatre,

trifle shocked by sudden innovation, but in

on the London stage. She was a Sydney-born

hard to see what Nellie was referring to, as

Islington, on 17 July 1893. Thereafter, the

André, Count de Grival, is a Frenchman

the second one grew quite accustomed to it,

actress who had been a key member of the

there seems to be no animosity in the tone of

company made the rounds of many of the

whose attempt at being British results in

and in the third, in which they assume the

Brough and Boucicault Comedy Company.

these reviews, with Pattie’s acting receiving

principal theatres in England and Ireland,

orthodox attire of ladies, one felt quite sorry

One London paper described her as ‘the

equal attention to that of Lily Hanbury and

with the final performance being given in

that they did not remain in their charming

spoilt darling of the Antipodes’.11

Ellaline Terriss.

December 1893.

the gentlemen are somewhat effeminate.

In Part 19 of her account
of Arthur Wing Pinero in
Australia, Elisabeth Kumm
rediscovers his gender-bending
comedy of manners,
The Amazons.

act one’s unaccustomed eyes were just a

mangled proverbs and the over-use of such
phrases as ‘Don’t you know’ and ‘Dammit
all’. Galfred, Earl of Tweenwayes, is the
English equivalent, the stereotypical ‘silly
ass’, who is a ‘thin-limbed, pigeon-chested,

D

escribed as a ‘farcical romance

‘rational’ dress.’6
The play ran for 111 performances. It
was generally well received by the public but

introduction, including one to Pinero. She
must have impressed the playwright

by her being re-engaged by Arthur Chudleigh
(the manager of the Court Theatre) for the

In Australia, the Brough and Boucicault
Comedy Company presented the play for the first
time at the Sydney Criterion on 1 July 1893,

received mixed reviews in the press.

greatly, for he wrote the role of Lady

with Florence Brough (Noeline),

The Theatre, for example, declared: ‘The

Thomasin with her in mind.

Grace Noble (Wilhelmina), Brenda Gibson

Amazons cannot even at its best rank

in three acts’, A.W.Pinero’s The

Pattie arrived in London with letters of

Pattie’s success in the play was borne out

(Thomasin), Edith Blande (Marchioness),

In an interview with Pall Mall Gazette

with Dandy Dick or The Magistrate, but

in November 1893, Nellie Stewart, having

Cecil Ward (Tweenwayes), G.S.Titheradge

at its worst it is infinitely cleverer than

returned to Australia after making her

(Litterly) and Dion Boucicault (de Grival).

farce as she is usually wrote, and for

London début, recalled seeing Pattie’s

(which opened at the St James’s Theatre

freshness and prettiness and humour

performance: ‘Of course, I went to see

on 27 May 1893). Although staged earlier

and certain sly touches of poetry which

than the other piece, Pinero actually wrote

dignify the trivial theme amazingly, it is

it after Mrs Tanqueray ‘by way of relaxation

not unworthy the name and record of

after the more serious mental effort involved

Mr Pinero.’7

Amazons opened at London’s

Court Theatre on 7 March 1893, some
12 weeks before The Second Mrs Tanqueray

in the composition of the famous drama’.1

The Sketch called it ‘a pretty fairy-tale

Pinero described the play as ‘a

fancy wittily told’, but ‘as a work of art

whimsicality, a little unpretentious effort, a

it hardly shows Mr Pinero at his best’.8

sort of digestive after dinner’.2

Yet another paper informed

It was the fifth and last of Pinero’s

readers: ‘Mr Pinero’s dramatic joke,

Court farces, the others being The

for The Amazons at the Court Theatre is

Magistrate (1885), The Schoolmistress (1886),

nothing more than a dramatic joke, is

Dandy Dick (1887) and The Cabinet Minister

amusing enough but does not provoke

(1890). With the staging of Mrs Tanqueray,

such uproarious and continuous mirth

Pinero’s farce days were largely behind

as Charley’s Aunt does, at the Globe…

him; he was now a writer of serious plays.

Needless to say, handsome Miss Lily

In essence, the play tells the story
of three sisters—the Ladies Noeline,

Hanbury, pretty Miss Ellaline Terriss,

Wilhelmina and Thomasin Belturbet—

and bonnie Miss Pattie Browne look

who are brought up by their mother
Miriam, Marchioness of Castlejordan, as
boys. Thus, as the Lords Noel, Willie and
Tommie, they are educated as boys, wear

Phyllis Neilson-Terry, 1912.

shoddy-built aristocrat, as full of vanity as a

male attire and pursue manly sports. But their

Jaffa orange of juice, and a coward into the

world is changed with the appearance of

bargain’. Barrington, Viscount Litterly, is an

three suitors—Galfred, Earl of Tweenwayes,

Englishman of the bluff ‘British Bulldog’

Barrington, Viscount Litterly, and André,

variety, but a thorough gentleman.5
The play is a both a satire and a comedy

Count de Grival.
The first and second acts are set in the

of manners, making fun of the New Woman,

grounds of Overcote Park. Within this sylvan

the peculiarities of the English character, and

setting, which recalls the forest of Arden, the

the growing popularity for physical activity.

three young ladies are ‘taught to ride, run,

Harry Furniss, writing in the Nottinghamshire

irresistible in gaiters and in gymnastic
attire; and there is something acceptably
fresh in their outspoken Sporting Timsey talk.’ 9
The Glasgow Herald offered Pinero no slack

face is coquettishly set off by a shooting

She goes on to say, however: ‘Perhaps

suit of fashionably-cut grey’.13

you saw how little attention was paid to

The Amazons received a hearty

her by the critics. But she is fortunate in

reception at the Criterion and played

having Mr Pinero to see fair play—he

for 24 performances.

stage-manages his own pieces, you know.

Interestingly, at the Lyceum on the

It was the same with Mdme Melba, who

same evening (1 July 1893), another

told me herself that at first it almost broke

Pinero play was being performed when

her heart.’12

Edward Terry made his first appearance

A survey of the reviews offers the

in Australia as Dick Phenyl in Sweet

following appraisals:

Lavender, supported by Hilda Spong

The Theatre, 1 April 1893: ‘The

as Lavender.

Rosalinds are charming, Miss Terriss
most naturally so, Miss Hanbury with most
artistic skill, Miss Browne by force of chic and
dash and racy fun.’

her Lady Thomasin, alias Tommy, being quite

was scarcely deserving of serious criticism; it

captivating in its sauciness and swagger.’

was clever in its way, and funny, but did not

Daily News, 8 March 1893: ‘Lady

merit higher rank among Mr Pinero’s works

Thomasin [was] represented with a pleasant

than that of a mere ‘pot-boiler.’10

pertness by Miss Pattie Browne, a young

cycling and exercise.

In the final act, which takes place in the

while Brenda Gibson’s ‘piquant little

vulgar or strained.’

The Amazons, produced at the Court Theatre,

Noeline), Ellaline Terriss (Lady Wilhelmina)

gaiters, and smart huntsman’s hat’,

and dainty, without being in the least

undeniable success on her first appearance,

done by the healthy English sportsman’.

knickerbockers of blue, her leather

but it was a splendid performance—bold

has ever yet written, and one of the feeblest.

the ladies were played by Lily Hanbury (Lady

winning appearance in her tunic and

with the audience, as she deserved to be,

Browne, who hails from Australia, scored an

‘rational dress’ more acceptable as suitable for

first act Grace Noble ‘has a very

most successful of the ladies in the cast

months, given to the world the best play he

Guardian, observed that the play had made

3

We are told for instance that in the

The Amazons. Miss Browne was by far the

The Era, 11 March 1893: ‘Miss Pattie

box, shoot, swim, to do everything which is

received much attention in the press.

Pattie Browne make her London début in

at all: ‘Mr Pinero has, during the past few

When The Amazons premièred in London

The novelty of Mrs Brough and
the other ladies wearing male attire

actress who made her first appearance in
England on the occasion.
Pall Mall Gazette, 8 March 1893: ‘Miss

Florence Brough, 1893.		
next play, The Other Fellow, which opened in
September 1893. She went on to enjoy a
distinguished career on the London stage and
in America, but after about 1913 her name
disappears from the bills and how she ended
her days is presently unknown.
When the play was withdrawn from the

The Amazons was subsequently
performed by the B&Bs in Adelaide
(September 1893), Melbourne (October 1893),
and Brisbane (July 1894), with further revivals
in 1894 and 1895. It was also included in their
repertoire when they toured New Zealand in
January 1894 and November 1895.
On 28 March 1896, Dion Boucicualt
played de Grival for the last time in Australia,

stage of the Court Theatre on 8 July 1893,

when the play was performed at his Farewell

it went on tour. The company was under

Testimonial Benefit at the Princess’s Theatre

the direction of Fred G. Latham and

in Melbourne. On this occasion the other

T.W.Robertson. The cast was completely new,

members of the cast included Florence Brough

the principal roles being performed by Ida

(Noeline), Katherine Hardy (Wilhelmina),

Logan (Noeline), Mary Clayton (Wilhelmina),

Emma Temple (Thomasin), Jenny Watt-Tanner

and Pattie Browne (Lady Thomasin), with

Pattie Browne, a newcomer, played the most

Nellie Hardinge (Thomasin), Miss Leslie

(Marchioness), Cecil Ward (Tweenwayes) and

in ‘elegantly-made gymnasium dresses of

Amazons at the Court Theatre will recollect

Rose Leclercq as the Marchioness, and

rapid of Lady Castlejordan’s daughters

Greenwood (Marchioness), M.R.Moreland

G.S.Titheradge (Litterly).

different colours’ designed by Messrs Redfern

how charming the young ladies looked in

Weedon Grossmith, Fred Kerr and W.G.Elliott

briskly, but too much in the spirit of a

(Tweenwayes), L. Cory-Thomas (Litterly) and

from original drawings by Pinero.4

their masculine costumes. True, in the first

as Tweenwayes, Litterly and de Grival.

pantomime prince.’

Charles Vane (de Grival).

gymnasium at Overcote Hall, the girls appear

Page 16

‘Anyone who saw Mr Pinero’s play The

Autumn 2012

When the Brough Comedy Company
visited India for the first time, they performed *
Page 17

During the 1910s and 1920s a few

Pinero Comedy Company—organised by

sing ‘My Ota Hiti Lady’, accompanied by

and staged at the Covent Garden Theatre

more performances were presented by

Mr Eade Montefiore by arrangement with

Shelley Hull as Viscount Litterly on

Museum, with Elizabeth Counsell, the only

amateur dramatic companies in Sydney and

A.W.Pinero. This company had been formed

the mandolin.

original cast member, now in the role of

Melbourne, but nothing of significance.

‘for the purpose of continuously performing

In America, The Amazons premièred at the
Lyceum Theatre, New York, on 19 February 1894,
with Georgia Cayvan (Noeline), Katherine

the lighter plays of Mr Pinero in all the

was given a single matinée performance

theatrical towns of the United Kingdom’.17

at London’s Court Theatre, the theatre

During the 20th century it was re-staged

where it had first been produced 24 years

Florence (Wilhelmina), Bessie Tyree

at the Duke of York’s Theatre in London

earlier. It was performed by a distinguished

(Thomasin), Mrs Walcot (Marchioness),

(under the management of Charles Frohman)

Manchester-based repertory company, under

Ferdinald Gottschalk (Tweenwayes),

from 14 June 1912. The main characters

the direction of Miss Horniman, a noted

were played by an ‘all-star cast’ including

theatre patron and manager who was an early

Phylllis Neilson-Terry (Noeline), Pauline

supporter of William Butler Yeats and George

Chase (Wilhelmina), Marie Lohr (Thomasin),

Bernard Shaw. The principal roles were played

Miss Ellis Jeffreys (Marchioness), Weedon

by Helen Temple (Noeline), Marie Royter

Grossmith (Tweenwayes), Godfrey Tearle

(Wilhelmina), Muriel Pope (Thomasin) and

Herbert Kelcy (Litterly) and Fritz Williams
(de Grival). The play received a rapturous
reception and played for an unprecedented
eighteen weeks.15
On 12 May 1894, the nearby Casino
Theatre presented a new revue called The
Ellaline Terriss, Lily Hanbury and Pattie

On 8 January 1917, The Amazons

Passing Show which was designed to ‘hold up

(Litterly) and Dion Boucicault (de Grival).
Interestingly, this revival saw Weedon
Grossmith in his original role, Dion Boucicault

Browne, London, 1893.

playing the role he had created in

The Amazons at the Theatre Royal,

Australia, and Marie Lohr, an Australian,

Calcutta, during November–December

playing the role originally created by

1897. The cast was the same as in

another Australian, Pattie Browne.

Australia the previous March with the

The Times noted that the play had

exception of Robert Brough who now

dated very little and was still as enjoyable

played Tweenwayes, with Mr Roberts as

to watch as on its first production. Of

de Grival and Harry Plimmer as Litterly.

the performances, they observed: ‘The

On 4 October 1900, the Brough

playing was first-rate… To our thinking

Company performed the play in Perth for

the honours among the three girls lay

the first time. Mrs Brough again played

with Miss Marie Lohr; for while the

Lady Noeline, supported by Grace Noble

others were obviously girls in boy’s

(Wilhelmina), Emma Temple (Thomasin),

clothing, Thomasin was both very

Bessie Thompson (Marchioness), Percy

boyish and a thorough girl. Mr Weedon

Brough (Tweenwayes), W.T.Lovell

Grossmith as Tweenwayes was as funny

(Litterly) and Leslie Victor (de Grival).

as ever; and Mr Dion Boucicault rattled

In early 1901 it was included in their

gleefully along with de Grival.’18

repertoire when they played a second

Daniel Frohman followed in brother

season in India. They also revived it

Charles’s footsteps and also undertook a

on their return to Australia, giving

revival of the play. It opened at the Empire

performances in Sydney, Melbourne

Theatre, New York, 28 April 1913,

Mrs A.P.Tapping (Marchioness), with Stanley

Lady Castlejordan, with Lucy Montgomery
(Noeline), Chevaun Marsh (Thomasine)
and Alice Battersby (Williamine). A CD of
the production was issued by Must Close
Saturday Records.22

the one at the Duke of York’s in 1912, The
Times wrote: ‘Miss Horniman’s Company,
being a real company, gives a much better
performance of the play than did the scratch
team of ‘stars’ who condescended to it a few
years ago.’

20

Today The Amazons is largely unknown,

Australian Newspapers, 1803-1954,

Hollywood treatment, when it was filmed by

of human nature. In a jesting manner it

newspapers.nla.gov.au

Paramount Pictures, under the direction of

brings us face to face with realities. There

Joseph Kaufman. The character of ‘Tommy’

is more insight into the heart of things in it,

performed by Marguerite Clark was given

more sympathy with the aches and pains of

top billing, with other roles by Elsie Lawson

humanity, than in any of the farces Mr Pinero

(Willie), Helen Greene (Noel) and Helen

has given us before it’.23 		

The same year The Amazons was given the

Robinson (Marchioness).21
The next appearance of The Amazons
was 54 years later, in 1971, when it was
turned into a musical. The team behind
the production comprised Michael Stewart
(American author of musicals such as Hello,
Dolly!, Bye Bye Birdie, Carnival), lyricist David

Continued in the next issue of On Stage.

Footnotes:
1. Malcolm C. Salaman, Preface to
The Amazons, p.v.

Nothing Wrong With England’, ‘I’m Only

(Thomasin), Susie Vaughan (Marchioness),

revival some old faces returned with Ferdinand

Following My Instructions’ and ‘Three

Gottschalk and Fritz Williams reprising their

Pretty Daughters’. It was given its première

original characters of Tweenwayes and de Grival.

at the Nottingham Playhouse on 7 April

As Billie remembers in her autobiography:

1971, where it ran for 21 performances,

‘Miriam Clements was brought over from

with Elizabeth Wade (Lady Castlejordan),

England to play the older sister, which she

Elizabeth Counsell (Noeline), Sandra Scriven

did elegantly, and we were—I think—very

(Williamine), Fiona Mathieson (Thomasine),

18 March 1893, p.163.

gay and cute in our gym suits, hoydenish and

along with Geoffrey Davison, Harry Dickman

10. Glasgow Herald, 2 August 1893.

comedies I think the company generally
enjoyed The Amazons the most; it was what is
called an eccentric comedy, and it was so fresh
and wholesome that when we were playing

being renamed Lady Tom-A-Line (Madge
Lessing), Lady Dick-A-Line (Lillian Thurgate)
and Harry Line (Belle Stewart).

16

In England, The Amazons enjoyed a

The Amazons we felt we were going down to

modest provincial revival during 1899–1900

the theatre for an evening’s fun.’14

when it was included in the repertoire of the

Page 18

scampering, pretending to be boys.’

19

This production was augmented with music
by Jerome Kern and gave Billie the chance to

National Library of Australia, Historic

this play ‘is founded upon eternal principles

Mind-the-Paint Girl. As with the recent London

under the spotlight, with the main characters

Penny Illustrated Paper and Illustrated Times, Sketch,

Yet the play deserves proper reappraisal.
As Hamilton Fyfe notes, writing in 1930,

Emma Temple (Wilhelmina), Brenda Gibson

theatre, Mrs Brough recalled: ‘Of all our

23. Hamilton Fyfe, p.48.

(Adelaide); The Argus (Melbourne).

5. ‘The play and its story’, Sketch,

and L’Enfant Prodigue, The Amazons was placed

22. See www.must-close-saturday-records.co.uk

Mrs Tanqueray and The Notorious Mrs Ebbsmith.

Sleuth). It featured such songs as ‘There’s

In 1913, writing about her life in the

21. See www.imdb.com

Times; The Sydney Morning Herald; The Advertiser

first American production of Pinero’s The

of the Winter.’ Along with Sowing the Wind

20. The Times, 9 January 1917, p.9.

Dick, and by Pinero’s ‘serious’ plays The Second

4. Sketch, 5 April 1893, p.594.

(Litterly) and Leslie Victor (de Grival).

18. The Times, 15 June 1912, p.10.

Theatre, The Times (all London); The New York

music including The Entertainer, Tom Jones,

Cecil Ward (Tweenwayes), Robert Brough

17. Morning Post, 6 February 1899, p.6.

eclipsed as a farce by The Magistrate and Dandy

She had just scored a success with the

to good-natured ridicule the theatrical events

See also: The New York Times, 13 May 1894.

Daily News, Era, Morning Post, Pall Mall Gazette,

In comparing the performance with

3. Pinero, The Amazons, p.132.

now portrayed by Florence Brough (Noeline),

16. Bordman, American Musical Theatre, p.150.

Tweenwayes, de Grival and Litterly respectively.

composer John Addison (famous for his film

Katherine Florence, New York, 1894.

Times, 20 February 1894.
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In the limelight

2

Out and about among the Who’s Been Seen Where
on the theatre scene.

Letters to the Editor
Memories to the Max

1

The Summer 2012 On Stage arrived on Friday and I’ve read almost
all of it. A good read—and how much it’s changed from 10 years
ago, when it was decidedly more dry and academic. You all deserve

1. Young Melbourne baritone

medals for getting it out!

Laurence Meikle as

Regarding the Max Oldaker article: It made me think of the

Marcello in La Bohème
at Teatro dell’Opera di

first time I saw him. Mine was a trotting family and during World

Milano, Varese, Italy, on
4 February 2012. (See

War II Ascot raceway was given over to the Army, so there were no
,
local trotting events. Well, in the early 40s my family took me to a

the previous reports on

gymkhana up Sydney Road, past Broadmeadows. During the meet

Laurence’s overseas success

they held trotting races and Max Oldaker was due to appear. He was

in On Stage, Summer

then starring at His Majesty’s in The Desert Song.

2010) Image: Teatro

The time duly arrived for Max to enter, dressed as the Red

dell’Opera di Milano.

Shadow and on a horse. The first thing my family said, and others
did too, was that he couldn’t ride! He sat on the horse, but didn’t ride

2. Cheryl Barker meets fans at the launch of

it. I think something frightened the horse, as it reared its front legs

her new Melba Recordings CD tribute to

and Max had difficulty controlling it.

Dame Joan Hammond at the Victorian

I don’t know why this anecdote sticks in my memory, but maybe it

College of the Arts on 11 July 2011.

was the first time I realised that the make-believe world of the theatre

Peter Latona’s bust of Dame Joan looks on

should not come face to face with reality.

approvingly. Image: THA.

- Peter Pinne,
Brisbane, Qld.

Max Oldaker as the Red Shadow, astride ‘Peggy’, 1945.

3. Soprano Stephanie Gibson in Nellie in Her
Own Write, a Dame Nellie Melba Opera
Trust ‘Opera in the Garden’ presentation at

Radio days

Beleura (the Tallis Foundation), Mornington,

Many thanks for another great On Stage;

Victoria, on 25 November 2011.

congratulations to all concerned.

Image Ross Sullivan.

I was interested in the Jon Weaving article
about 3UZ. As callow youths in teachers’

4. Caroline O’Connor and John Bowles

college, a mate and I thought we were as

backstage at the Leicester Curve Theatre,

good as Ivor Moreton and Dave Kaye as duo

England, where Caroline was starring

pianists and fronted up for Christies’ Radio

as Momma Rose in Gypsy, March 2012.

3

Image: Stephen Collins.

5

5. Pianist Stefan Cassomenos and soprano
Janet Todd take a bow during a concert

4

Auditions. Our number started off with a lively
‘Margie’ then we drifted off into a tangle of
chords (my mate) and unrecognisable treble

Theatre. Preston Motors was nearby—I
remember their curved black glass windows,
very modern in those days.
My school mates Jim Wheeler, Graham
Wood, Geoff Hales and Arthur Withers

The Royal Historical Society of Victoria

Orchestra. The pianist Douglas Gamley was

is delving into its extensive photographic

the conductor. He later became well known in

collection for Melbourne Theatres in

musical circles in London.

Transition – The Impact of Stage and Screen,

- Bob Cunningham,

an exhibition that opens on 15 May at its

Bribie Island, Qld.

city headquarters at 239 A’Beckett Street
(on the corner of William Street).

Heartened by this resounding success
we fronted up to the bijou studios of 3XY

2011. The concert celebrated the launch

for Talent Tote with Alwyn Kurts. The very

of Cassomenos’s CD of John Tallis

cramped ‘stage’ and access to the piano was

compositions on the Move label.

tight and I inadvertently crashed a few notes

Image: Ross Sullivan.

getting into position. We were dreadful but
the limited audience in that tiny studio saw
fit to clap indifferently. We scored six. Not
despairing, we still practised at college and
performed in our college revues, etc. Moreton

With thanks to Cindy Seeberger (The Tallis

and Kaye had nothing to fear.
n

Re the photo of 3AW studios: I cannot
recall them moving to La Trobe Street. Back
Autumn 2012

Important
RHSV
exhibition

were selected to play in the 3AW Youth

convolutions (me). We got two gongs out of

University’s Melba Hall on 15 December

Page 20

Russell Street somewhere opposite the King’s

three. The judges must have been tone deaf !

of John Tallis’s music at Melbourne

Foundation) and Blair Edgar oam

then they were tucked away down a lane off

The exhibition is being curated

Thanks for the memory
I was thrilled to receive a copy of Peter

by Dr Mimi Colligan, a foundation
member of THA and a member of the
On Stage editorial committee. Mimi

Pinne’s wonderful article about Lance

will be presenting a floor talk about the

Mulcahey (On Stage, Winter 2011 and

exhibition on 24 May.

Summer 2012). I can’t begin to tell you how

The exhibition will be open from

grateful I am to have something so careful

9am to 4pm, Monday to Friday.

and tangible. It’s almost 16 years since he died

Admission is free.

and it still feels as if it happened yesterday.
Thank you!
-Desmond Heeley,
New York, USA n

Further information: (03) 9326 9288 or
www.historyvictoria.org.au 

n
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All the world’s a stage
Australia: Melbourne

The recording was overseen by Ben Crystal,

The grant will allow Wilton’s to complete

who chose the actors, and curated and directed

Phase 1 of a vital three-phase capital project.

their speeches.

Together with funds already raised, this means

‘For the first time in centuries, we have 75

Raising the roof
Work is under way on the massive project
to refurbish the roof of the Palais Theatre in

proofing, ventilation and electrics can be

scenes spoken as we hope Shakespeare heard

carried out.

them,’ says Crystal. ‘It is, in short, Shakespeare

St Kilda.

as you’ve never heard him before.’

A new roof will be installed above the
existing structure, and the space between
filled with temperature and sound absorbing
material. As well, all the gutters and

major works on the roofs, basement, sound-

recorded minutes of sonnets, speeches and

Frances Mayhew, Wilton’s artistic director,
said: ‘We are really thrilled. Wilton’s is such an

The CD is available from the British

extraordinary heritage building and now a

Library Shop (http://shop.bl.uk). It costs

thriving cultural centre. It simply has to be

£7.50 ($A11.50).

saved. This will allow us to save the stunning
auditorium, and gives us confidence that we

downpipes are to be replaced, and redundant

can raise the necessary funds for Phases 2 and 3,

water tanks and associated infrastructure will

which will secure the terrace houses that are our

be removed.

front-of-house areas. We now urge everyone

Funding comes from $2.5 million

to step forward and help us raise the next

provided by the state government in 2010

£2.2 million ($A3.384 million) needed!’

to fix the roof and address backstage safety

David Suchet is a Wilton’s supporter and

issues. The backstage works were completed
last year.
Link: http://www.portphillip.vic.gov.au/
palais-roof-refurbishment.htm

UK: London

patron of the capital project. ‘Wilton’s is a place

building which really is unique—the only one

UK: London

a list of occupations solely as a guide to assist

in the world. The SITA Trust grant is the

‘What’s your real job?’

customers but are clear the occupation of the

most generous, important and tremendous
boost for Wilton’s. I am so looking forward

counter-signatory is not a determining factor

The Royal Ballet has broken new ground with

Sinclair, has complained to the government’s

in considering a passport application. We

a bold attempt to introduce young people to

home secretary Theresa May after a West

will be investigating and looking at whether

the world of dance.

End performer’s reference for a passport

further staff training is required.’

Romeo and Juliet on 22 March 2012, which was
broadcast live from the Royal Opera House
to more than 700 cinemas around the world.
Working in association with the organisation

I am passionate about saving this wonderful

Image: Peter Johnson.

The president of British Equity, Malcolm

The occasion was the performance of

very dear to my heart’, he said.

Scaffolding in place—the first stage of the Palais’ roof refurbishment, March 2012.

Tweet treat

application was rejected because ‘acting was
not a proper job’.

The British Library’s new CD.
Image: British Library.

UK: London
UK: London

Music Hall rescue

Speak the speech

West End production of Three Days in May.

Sir Trevor Nunn has said that the American

London’s East End nurtured the careers of

He had provided a reference on a passport

accent is more like that used in Shakespeare’s

many great stars—including Harry Rickards,

A Younger Theatre, the RB selected six ‘tweet

application for his daughter’s boyfriend, but

savvy’ people aged between 18 and 26 who

time than is contemporary English, and

who went on to found the Tivoli Circuit in

the application was refused on two counts—

had never experienced a ballet performance.

the supplied photograph was unsuitable, and an

eminent Shakespearean scholar John Barton

They were given unprecedented backstage

actor was not regarded as an acceptable referee.

access prior to the performance and

Speaking to The Stage, Sheldon said the

encouraged to tweet their impressions, but

rejection was ‘staggering’. He added: ‘Unless

only before and after the performance and

we are told otherwise, we must take it that

during the intervals.

the views of a clerk in the passport office

Audience members at the Royal Opera

represent those of the government. If it is the

House and in the participating cinemas were

government’s opinion that “acting is not a

also encouraged to tweet their thoughts. A

proper job” then I think they should come out

selection of the tweets was shown on-screen

with it. For those of us who earn our living

during the second interval.

as actors, and who pay our taxes and whose

A Younger Theatre is a platform for

contribution to the creative industries make

has suggested that Shakespeare’s accent
would have sounded to modern ears like a
mixture of contemporary Irish, Yorkshire and
West Country.
Others say that the Elizabethans’ speech
was much quicker than is used today, and
there have been several attempts to stage
Shakespeare with what was claimed to be the
‘original pronunciation’.
Now the British Library has launched
a new CD, Shakespeare’s Original Pronunciation,

Australia. In spite of its national significance,
however, and numerous attempts to rescue it,
the 154-year-old building has been allowed
to deteriorate.
Now Wilton’s—the last surviving Grand
Music Hall anywhere in the world—has
received lifeline funding of £700 000
($A1.077 million), which means that vital

The lifeline comes after an extremely
worrying time for Wilton’s. Its 2011 bid for
£2.3 million ($A3.537 million) of Heritage
Lottery Fund money failed—not because it
was undeserving, but because there was not
enough money to go around.

Singapore’s venerable Victoria Theatre has
been completely gutted as part of a project
to refurbish it and the neighbouring Concert
Hall, focal attractions of the city’s historic
Civic District.
The theatre—originally Singapore Town
Hall—was designed by J. Bennet and built
between 1856 and 1862. The Concert Hall
was not completed until 1905. The theatre
was renovated in the mid-1950s and again in
the 1990s. Both buildings were gazetted as
National Monuments in 1992.

The SITA Trust has also provided funding
for a new lighting rig at the Lawrence Batley
Theatre in Huddersfield, and gave £50 000
($A76 876) to the Old Vic so that the squeaky
floors and carpets in the dress circle could be
replaced.
Link: wwwwiltons.org.uk

better known for funding community centres
and playing fields. ‘We are quite a quiet
funder,’ says the Trust’s Jools Glanville. ‘We

them second only to the financial services as

their voices heard in the arts. Founded in

generators of much-needed growth, to be told

it claims, as Shakespeare would have heard

spite of the £85 million ($A130.7 million) it

2009, AYT boasts over 100 young writers

in no uncertain terms that what we do is “not

them. The result is said to bring to life rhymes

has given to worthy causes over the past 15

covering reviews, interviews, featured articles

a proper job” is simply unacceptable.’

and jokes that are not apparent when

years. The Wilton’s money is the biggest arts

rendered in contemporary English, as well

heritage grant that it has made. Glanville

don’t tend to get national headlines’…this in

offers competitions and ticket offers, and

Identity and Passport Service responded:

as to illustrate what Hamlet meant when he

hopes the money will provide leverage and

is partnered with The Guardian’s Culture

‘Our customer’s experience here is worrying

advised his actors to speak ‘trippingly upon

encouragement for others to come up with

Professionals Network.

and we apologise for any offence. We provide

the tongue’.

more much needed money.
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and for all.’

Victoria reborn

The money comes from the SITA Trust,

comprising speeches and scenes performed,

A spokesperson for the Home Office’s

early as June. It’s marvellous to knowing that

Singapore

work on the fabric of the building can begin.

young people under the age of 26 to have

and blogs about theatre. It also hosts events,

to the building work starting, hopefully as
Wilton’s is at the start of being saved once

In its glory days Wilton’s Music Hall in

The performer, Michael Sheldon, is in the

An aerial view of the gutted Victoria Theatre.

Autumn 2012

A statue of Sir Stamford Raffles surveys the
reconstruction of the Victoria Theatre’s stage.
Wilton’s: The last Grand Music Hall.

Images: THA. 

n
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Jon Weaving remembers

In everyone’s opinion the cleanest and
best presented theatre was Her Majesty’s

The great Australian tenor Jon Weaving died in September 2011 (see On Stage , Spring 2011).
In 2001, Jon started writing his memoirs. Sadly he completed only a couple of chapters.
We published the first chapter in our Summer 2012 edition.
Thanks to his family and friends, here is the second. Jon called it Touring Digs.

in Aberdeen, but a week in Dundee at the
Gaumont cinema was a nightmare. My
chorus days were over by then, thank the

H

her she proceeded to scoop

Wells chorus, it was my luck

backwards and forwards in it

to go on tour immediately;

with a large spoon, pulling out

up many flights of stairs, and were given two
their makeup.
As I said, my chorus days were over.
I had proved myself as a tenor of sorts

this was my introduction to the

pieces of tortured gristle and

hilarity and horror of ‘theatrical

lumps of fat which she duly

digs’. In the 1950s in Britain, and in

shared out. Still fishing around

Europe, too, for that matter, motels

in the black depths, she got to

were unheard of. Hotels were

my empty plate. Spooning out a

booked out Monday to Friday,

particularly nasty looking lump

months ahead, by commercial

of God-knows-what (and don’t

playing pool and I left in the middle of a

travellers, and consequently the only

forget we were supposed to be

(losing) game to go and see what was doing.

having roast beef), she joyfully

He wasted no time in getting to the point.

exclaimed, ‘Oh, here’s a nice

I always felt that he was a rather shy man

bit!’, and dropped it like a golf

and he said, quite diffidently, that he would

ball onto my plate. Her words

like to offer me a principal contract. All my

still ring in my ear! The gravy

years of dreaming suddenly became reality. I

offered was a spoonful of the

thanked him, didn’t say a word about money,

fat. Little did I know that over

and left with me blushing from a feeling of

the years things would only get

slight embarrassment.

affordable accommodation was on
a Sunday night when the company
train arrived in the town.
We had been told all of this
before arriving in Bradford for the
start of the company tour, and had
been given the address of a ‘nice’
theatrical landlady who had accepted
our booking for the week. Arriving in

worse once one left the relative

the back streets of Bradford we finally

comforts of London.

found our goal, which turned out to be

There were several standout

a small single-fronted terrace house

events in my touring history.

of the type known as two-up-and-

One was the company’s

two-down—two being rooms, with

soprano appealing to me for

the kitchen built as a lean-to off the

help when she discovered that

back, and the toilet at the end of the

the bedroom she had been

tiny yard.

and was feeling much happier about my
voice and vocal stamina. The end had come
about in Hull when I had been asked to meet
Norman Tucker in the company office on
a Saturday morning. A few of us had been

you have any specific information relating to

the storm broke. Rather than receiving

regularly updated information about the

objects in the Collection.

any form of congratulation, I was abused

world-at-large. If we needed any further

as being a terrible singer… completely

evidence that the world has made an

our new Performing Arts Collection blog

irrevocable shift to online this is surely it, and

where you will find stories about objects held

it’s not just about books being more expensive

in the Collection, insights into the behind-

to produce than websites. The biggest shift in

the-scenes of exhibition preparation and

thinking has been in recognising that there

announcements of major acquisitions. We

are ‘experts’ everywhere.

will also be using the blog to commemorate

unworthy of the promotion… the worst
voice they had ever heard… and so on. The

had accepted us as a married couple, and
had also managed to offer accommodation

her viewing the street by virtue of someone

Of course I understood as ninety

having taped a poster over it. It was only the

the company’s leading tenors arrived five
minutes after we did, and was duly shown

There were ten of us at the table by
the kitchen, each with an empty plate in

to a record. We are continuously updating the

online where customers will have access to

friend and colleague and my golfing partner!

room and the promised Sunday roast dinner.

round-out, correct or provide further context

recently announced that its

and colleagues’ what had happened—then

behind her bedhead which only stopped

this wasn’t surprising enough, one of

publication, Encyclopedia Britannica

records and would love to hear from you if

Rita Hunter’s husband, who was my special

still in our overcoats, to look for the dining

information you may have that would help us

online catalogue with both new and edited

had a large hole in the wall

Jon Weaving in his Sadlers Wells days.

A

fter 244 years of continuous

publication will now be available exclusively

leader of the onslaught was John Darnley,

The landlady and her husband,

The Performing Arts Collection’s new blog.

2010 print edition would be its last. The

I went back to the game and told my ‘friends

given in a guest house in Hull

to three members of the orchestra! If

News from the Performing Arts Collection

good Lord, as the men had to dress in an attic
buckets of cold water with which to wash off

aving got into the Sadlers

who had two children still at home,

The Performing Arts
Collection goes digital

Endeavours such as Wikipedia and more

We’d also like to encourage you to visit

and celebrate the careers of important

locally the National Library of Australia’s

players in the performing arts. You might

percent of the chorus members, male and

TROVE project have shown just how quickly

also like to follow us on Twitter and join

sucking in and out of the poster as the wind

female, had the burning ambition to be a

a body of knowledge can grow and be updated

in our conversations with other collecting

blew that made her aware of the problem.

principal, and quite a lot of the men at least

when the general public are asked to

institutions and performing arts companies

had the absolute conviction that they could

contribute. They have also been successful in

and practitioners.

Touring was the result of the Arts Council

front of us. My real memory of the week

insisting that both Covent Garden and

and the start of my tenor career was of

sing better than anyone who was singing

creating virtual communities around areas

Sadlers Wells opera companies didn’t spend

of specialist knowledge which has in turn

Here’s how to get involved!

all their subsidies in the metropolitan area,

a leading role. I don’t think that ever in

stayed with this family before, three times

the lady of the house bringing out two
bowls of steaming boiled potatoes. Then

Search the Performing Arts Collection online

and took opera, kicking and screaming,

my life I encountered such blatant and

created new networks of friends, researchers

in fact, and was quite happy to sleep under

and colleagues.

http://collections.artscentremelbourne.com.

the stairs so [he] could send more money

came a bowl with a whole cabbage in it,

into the provinces every year, not that

home to his wife.

showing no signs of having been cooked

provincial audiences were not appreciative.

at all. This was followed by her struggling

We seemed to sell out every performance

were in the middle of winter. We had been

in with a huge baking dish; this appeared

and major centres such as Manchester,

offered full board, which apparently was

to be full of hot oil and looked for all the

Leeds, Glasgow, Edinburgh, Bristol and

his domain, which consisted of a mattress
in a cupboard under the stairs. He had

Heating? Never heard of it—and we

aggressive jealousy. From being friends with
just about everyone in the chorus, I went to
having just three or four mates.
With thanks to Monique Brynnel Weaving

normal, and we were paying £1.10.0 a

world as if she had just drained the sump

Birmingham [which] provided great venues:

and her family, and to Margaret and

week for the privilege, so we went downstairs,

of a car. Placing the dish of fat in front of

theatres with proper facilities.

David Knight. 			
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Sound exciting? Want to join in but not

au/paminter/imu.php?request=search

sure where to start? If you are a regular user

Visit the Performing Arts Collection blog

of Arts Centre Melbourne’s Performing Arts

http://performingartscollection.wordpress.

Collection online catalogue you’re closer

com/

to starting than you think. Embedded in

Follow us on Twitter: @PAC ArtsCentre

the footer of each catalogue record is an

For further information please contact

opportunity for you to contact us with any

carolyn.laffan@artscentremelbourne.com.au n
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Looking back –
and down!

T

he University of Melbourne has
recently digitised remarkable 1945
aerial photo-maps of Melbourne.

1

The maps were produced by the Victorian

4

2

Department of Lands and Survey from aerial

5

photographs taken by Adastra Airways. The
area we now know as the Arts Precinct is

3

virtually unrecognisable—no Hamer Hall,
no Theatres Building, no Sidney Myer

6

Music Bowl, no National Gallery. Instead,
an uninspiring conglomeration of decrepit

7

industrial buildings, the Police College,

8

Prince Henry’s Hospital and Wirth’s circus
headquarters, still with the extra military
accommodation built there during the
war. There’s also the now forgotten extra

9

carriageway along Wirth’s St Kilda Road

10

frontage – this was subsumed into the Arts
Centre development.
The maps can be accessed at:

13

http://www.lib.unimelb.edu.au/collections/

11
14

16
12

17

15

The Arts Precinct, 1945, as seen by Adastra Airways.
maps/historical/1945melb/index.html

8. Industrial – now the Australian Ballet Centre

1. Allen’s Sweets factory – now Southgate

9. Wirth’s Olympia – now the Arts Centre

2. Garrick Theatre – now Quay West Suites
3. Glaciarium ice rink – now HWT Tower
4. Snowden Gardens – now Hamer Hall
5. Aikman Street – now Southgate Avenue
6. YMCA – now vacant
7. Trocadero dance hall – now the Arts Centre

The Arts Precinct, 2012, as seen by Google Earth.
Page 26

10. Skating Rink – now NGV International
11. Nolan Street – now Southbank Boulevard
12. Victoria Police College – now Victorian
College of the Arts
13. Industrial – now the ABC Centre

14. Industrial – now the Recital Centre and
MTC Theatre
15. CUB – now ACCA and the
Malthouse Theatre
16. Kings Domain –
now Sidney Myer Music Bowl
17. Prince Henry’s Hospital –
now The Melburnian Apartments

With thanks to Chris Long, the University of Melbourne and Google Earth. n
Autumn 2012
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Jessie Masson

blossomed, as Jessie married an American,
New Jersey-born John William

Steve Rattle rediscovers Melbourne’s forgotten pianist and Duo-Art roll artist

Hartpence, on 24 July 1920.
Hartpence is described as a

C

ollectors of reproducing pianos
have for many years known of the
existence of Australian-born roll

artist Jessie Masson. Her one Duo-Art piano
roll — ‘Träumerei’ by Schumann (catalog
number 5663) — was released in June 1915.

merchant, but he was also a
Assembly Hall, Collins Street
Tomorrow (Thursday) Evening, 8 o’clock

promoted as ‘the return of the brilliant

Re-appearance of Miss

from the musical centres of Europe and

JESSIE MASSON

But who was this mystery female pianist?

piano consultant specialising

It is interesting to see this concert

in piano sales — which is
probably how he came

Melbourne pianist who recently returned

to meet Jessie.

America’. Hopefully further research will

The service was

pinpoint details of her studies and concerts.

held at the Parish

No doubt the World War I cut short her

Church of St

European concerts, but a return from

Thomas, Portman

Katherine Jessie Masson was born in

The brilliant Melbourne Pianist

Hawthorn, Victoria, on 13 November 1884,

who recently returned from the

America by June 1915 did not represent a

Square, London.

the daughter of William Masson, builder, and

musical centres of Europe and America

long overseas stay, given her electoral roll

The bride’s age

Mary Jane Ormond. Jessie displayed early
talent at the pianoforte and commenced study
with Melbourne teacher Herr Louis Hattenbach.

status the previous year.
Assisted by
Miss Violet Somerset and Mr Alberto Zelman

concert in which young Jessie supported
Miss Felice Crozier, ‘the promising and talented

The paper further noted: ‘Also on
the programme was a piano recital of
Beethoven’s Trio in Bb major, Opus 11, by
Miss Jessie Masson. The Scherzo in E minor
was also presented.’ Teacher Hattenbach,
as mentor and chaperone, was on hand to
complete the evening’s musical festivities
with a Hungarian Rhapsody, but the ignorant
reporter neglected to inform us which one it was.
Melbourne electoral rolls for 1909 and 1914
reveal that Miss K.J.Masson was then residing in
Jolimont, an inner eastern Melbourne suburb,
with her occupation listed as ‘pianist’.

years, the groom’s

the box plan was open at the Pianola Company,
Hong Kong-born Australian contralto Violet

Programme

on the concert platform but later excelled as a

– Miss Jessie Masson

vocal teacher. North Melbourne-born Alberto

Longing (Tschaikowsky)
Le Voyageur (Godard)
Qui donc vous á donne vos yeux (Godard)
– Miss Violet Somerset

(Brahms)
– Miss Jessie Masson
Piano Soli:
Etude C sharp minor, opus 25 (Chopin)
Valse E minor (posthumous) (by request)

Jessie Masson, c.1917.

Commission organised a reception for visiting

asking her to join her ‘for a few weeks’.

conductor, Sir Hamilton Harty. Among the

Reports from their Hawaiian concerts
were favourable, noting that they played to
‘enthusiastic audiences’ as the Americans in

as Mrs Fred Collier. Collingwood-born bass-

Honolulu were ‘eager to hear good artists’.

recording studios of the Aeolian Corporation

left hand alone (Scriabine)

baritone Collier (1885–1964) and his wife had

in New York and there recorded her only

Reflets dans l’eau (Debussy)

yet to arrive in the British Isles to commence

as ‘Madalah’ Masson. Ennis Honey, Violet

their impressive overseas careers.

Somerset’s biographer, asserts that this

Australian pianist, who here has voiced a
fine degree of expressive sentiment, bringing
to hearing the complete charm of this
appealing, lovely writing.’
The next record of a performance by
Jessie comes from the Melbourne Argus of
Wednesday, 30 June 1915, in which a 1 July
concert is announced (right).
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Sonata for Pianoforte and Violin in D minor
(Brahms)
– Miss Jessie Masson and Mr Alberto Zelman
Box plan now open at Pianola Co.
Prices 5/- (Reserved), 3/- and 2/Faulkner Smith, Manager.

At this time Jessie began billing herself

was ‘her second name’, but there is no

Somerset presented a piano and vocal recital

documentation to substantiate this. Where

at the Athenaeum Hall in Collins Street. The

‘Madalah’ originated remains a mystery.

following year Jessie decided again to try her luck

The next located shipping record has Jessie

In May 1934 the Australian Broadcasting

Committee

Masson, ‘recently returned from an American

President: Peter Johnson

concert tour’. She again joined her old friend

Treasurer: Howard Cordner cpa

Violet Somerset for the concert at the Lyceum

Secretary: Graeme McCoubrie

Club in Queen Street, Melbourne. Reports of
Sir Hamilton’s disparaging comments about
‘the place of women in the musical world’ did
not sit well with Violet and Madalah!
One further travel detail has surfaced.
arrived in Fremantle, Western Australia on

and Fred Collier joined her for a farewell

from New York on board Royal George on

16 August 1941 on board Aquitania, ex Port

concert at the Assembly Hall, Collins Street.

18 April 1920. Her address in London was

Taufiq, Egypt, en route to Sydney. Perhaps

Immigration and shipping records

given as Omaburgh House, Regents Park. A

Jessie was returning from entertaining the

indicate that Katherine J. Masson, aged 34

return visit to New York has been confirmed,

Australian forces stationed in Egypt or Africa?

years, departed Honolulu on board Manoa on

but no further Duo-Art recordings resulted.

She certainly did not appear to be fazed by the

Autumn 2012

Committee Members:
Wilma Farrow, Judy Leech,
Bruce McBrien oam, Delia Taylor

Listed again as Jessie Masson, our pianist

(‘aged 35 years’) arriving in Southampton

At some stage romance must have

Patron: Sue Nattrass ao

artists hired for the event was ‘Madalah’

overseas; in September 1918 Violet Somerset

29 April 1919. By January 1920 she was back

n

‘Jessie Madalah Masson’ participated in the

made contact with Violet Somerset in Melbourne,

(c.1889–1953) was better known at the time

present roll is interpreted by a well-known

genealogical assistance. 

Bernard Heinze (later Sir).

(Chopin)

catalog states: ‘Suffice it to say that the

		

her residence as

Jessie Masson – Australia’s distinguished pianist.

In October 1917 Jessie Masson and Violet

to remain unanswered.

‘Celebrity Concerts’ under the direction of

Prelude and nocturne for the

– Miss Jessie Masson

Sadly these questions will most likely continue

Town Hall on Saturday 11 July that year

Jessie then sailed for the United States.

Jardins sous la pluie (Debussy)

company could swell its roster of artists?

Australia in 1931. At the Melbourne

Sometime in early 1915 she ventured into the

released piano roll. The 1915 Duo-Art

who recorded single rolls for Aeolian, so the

The author thanks Graeme Haigh for his expert

in Honolulu giving piano recitals. From there she

Melbourne soprano Elsy (Elsie) Treweek

was she another of the promising pianists

49. Jessie gives

Elsy Treweek – Australia’s foremost soprano;

seem to acquire ‘world’s greatest’ status!

she not impressed with the recording? Or

this decade? The next reference

and a native of Wellington;

People returning to their birthplace always

Why did she record only one reproducing
roll? Were Aeolian not impressed, or was

located for Jessie has her back in

concert at the Town Hall by: Mons. Selinsky

John Amadio – the world’s greatest flautist

Colma, California, on 16 June.

did Jessie undertake during

29 December 1916 advertises a forthcoming

Intermezzo in E flat major (Brahms)

84. She was buried at Woodland Memorial Park,

did these newlyweds

Zealand. The Wellington Evening Post of

Two Rhapsodies – B minor and G minor

Duo-Art roll artist Katherine Jessie Madalah
Masson Hartpence died on 9 June 1969, aged

settle? What concert work

Jessie next turns up in Wellington, New

in Sydney and Melbourne created a furore;

56, 701 Pine Street, San Francisco.

further research. Where

teacher practising in Melbourne.

– the famous Russian violinist whose playing

12 December 1964 at their home, Apartment

The 1920s require

most important and influential musician and

Piano Soli:

in the US. Husband John died at age 95 on

St Johns Wood.

Zelman Jnr (1874–1927) was at that time the
Songs:

spent the remaining 25 years of her life

Hamilton Gardens,

Somerset (1882–1964) had a modest career

Sonata in one movement in B minor (Liszt)

violinist’. I wonder what happened to Miss Crozier
— another forgotten Melbourne musician?

The connection with Aeolian is also evident:
then located at 252 Collins Street, Melbourne.

On Saturday 13 October 1906 the
Malvern and Caulfield Standard reported a

is recorded as 36

Settling in San Francisco in 1944, Jessie

Editorial Committee:
Dr Mimi Colligan, David Cullinane,
Elisabeth Kumm, Frank Van Straten oam

dangers of international travel during war time.
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The Sunbury story

Graeme Rees-Jones says: ‘This photograph was
taken from a helicopter pointing south above
the steep cliffs on the north side of Jacksons
Creek which provided splendid acoustics, as
the sound was projected towards the
spectator area. To the left of the stage is
the mobile field hospital set up by St John
Ambulance. Past that is the area used by
vendors. To the right of the stage is a narrow
area following the line of the creek, which I
called ‘Puff Alley’ for obvious reasons, and it
was a matter of mental and physical relief to
walk down there, breathing deeply! The road
that led from the stage up the hill was called
‘Odessa Drive’ and was the access for vehicles
carrying equipment to the stage. The track
provided a separate access and could also be
used by emergency vehicles and those with a
special pass. In front of the line of pine trees
at the top of the hill was the location for
the administration and included the control
caravan, the police, including the VKC2 van,
the CFA, the press, a large meal tent for the
staff, the caravans for use by important people,
an information centre and an LZ for the
helicopter. Beyond that is, of course, the car
park, with the main entrance from the Calder
Highway, then the pedestrian route running
down the middle of the hill to the stage.’

In Part 2 Graeme Rees-Jones continues his behind-the-scenes story of Australia’s greatest rock festivals.
‘Hippies and flower people’.
Image: Photography Poetry.
and seek volunteers and to arrange them
along the lines of their military duties, so that
the staff was divided into, firstly, ‘Operations’,
which handled the command and control
aspects, including the manning of the control
centre, liaison with the police, the ambulance,
the stage management and the security personnel,
which now included members of the Bob Jones
Karate Club. Secondly, the ‘Administration’
group, commanded by the very capable
Captain Phil Elsbury, who supervised the
gate keepers, accommodation and feeding
for the staff, collection and security of cash
(which was appropriate as he was employed
by Mayne Nickless which had the contract

I

for collecting the money), car parking, and

do not have other clear memories of the

St John Ambulance to be its solicitor. I agreed in the

the services of the famous Sergeant John

first festival beyond the fact that it was

hope that there would be no conflict of interest.

(‘Dinger’) Belfield with his recovery vehicle.

financially profitable, it seemed a happy

In order to be better organised for the

Thirdly, ‘Logistics’, which catered for the

event with hippies and flower people, that

second festival, the company asked Pauline

provision and cleaning of mobile toilets,

the media reports were not critical, that the

Durham, who had been my secretary, to

water supply, fire fighting equipment, and the

organisers seemed happy and that there were

administer an office for Odessa Promotion

miscellaneous items which seemed to appear

no major complaints. John Dixon and I had

Pty Ltd in some rented premises in North

at Sunbury from the Regimental Q store.

many discussions as to how the organisation

Melbourne to co-ordinate the many aspects

could be improved by having members of the

involved. Pauline was a tremendous asset to

I should mention. Firstly, we hired a helicopter

regiment involved in the organisation, in lieu

the organisation; thanks to her enthusiastic

which was useful for various purposes including

of the SES.

The later festivals
From here onwards I do not have a clear
recollection of many specific events for the
1973, 1974 and 1975 festivals and do not try
to write a chronology, but only miscellaneous
recollections of those events.
I will make no comment on the bands that
performed because, apart from sometimes
looking at a contract, I had nothing to do with

There are some miscellaneous stories which

regiment some years earlier, and was a friend

Dixon’s daughter. Apparently, the squad had

to the agreed price was supervised by the

and client of mine. We had a laugh when I

infiltrated the group of patrons and a very good

Rent-a-Dicks.

asked him if he intended to attend the festival

looking, attractive, if not positively gorgeous

with some of his officers to see how the army

young girl sat next to Lisa.

Each year, as the festivals became better
known and the attendances improved, it

reserve could organise a well-run event.

When the presence of the squad became

became more expensive to cover operation and

There is another short story about that.

known, Lisa handed her stash to the attractive

efforts, the many tasks and headaches were

VIP transport, reconnaissance, photography,

administration costs. Of course, the ‘up-front’

I was standing at the top of the hill one morning

young girl and said, ‘Would you mind this for

most competently handled.

and casualty evacuation. Secondly, caravans

fees for some bands increased. Happily, more

with my radio and I became conscious of

me?’ Now of all the 30 000 patrons to whom

were hired for the accommodation of the

of my clients and friends invested, even the

someone standing nearby. He said, ‘That

decided to organise a second stage at the top

more senior people (like me) and there were

manager of the Commercial Bank of Australia,

sounds like tankie procedure to me.’ When I

of the hill behind the line of trees, which

caravans in the stage area for the benefit

where the company’s bank account was held,

asked how he would know, he identified himself

would cater for those patrons who enjoyed

(and destruction!) of the bands. Thirdly, the

next door to my office in Marland House.

as the sergeant from 1AR, so we had a good

musical entertainment other than the raucous

Sunbury Fire Brigade which, unlike its head

cacophony. With the assistance of Brian Durham,

office, was an enthusiastic attendee because

particularly in the preparations prior to

half of his regiment for the next festival, if we

Ian Davies and others, but not from me,

the unit received a donation, but had nothing

the festivals. I was amused to be phoned by

wanted it. The mind boggled!

she organised a program which included a

to do. Fourthly, because there was a need to

performance by Ballet Victoria of a piece

have ‘eyes everywhere’, I arranged for three

George Duncan Jnr to be told that some

Much to my bemusement, my wife Carole

choreographed by Arthur Turnbull, a play

former detectives from the Fraud Squad to act

the selection of them. All that was arranged

by a group from the Pram Factory, items by

as additional scouts in the event of trouble.

between John Fowler and Ray Evans and

various jazz bands and modern music etc.

In fact, they were private enquiry agents with

Michael Gudinski. For anyone interested, I

I was indeed proud of her efforts which were

whom I had become friendly in the course of my

notice that the bands playing in various years

enjoyed by a considerable crowd of onlookers.

profession. I nicknamed them ‘Rent-a-Dicks’.

are noted in the various articles on Google.

a detailed and onerous task, while adherence

So, too, more personnel were needed,

yarn. He said that he could bring down about

One very amusing thing happened when

Lisa might hand the small package, it just had to
be to an attractive member of the drug squad!
Of course, I tried hard to persuade the
police that they should not proceed with
the matter because it was, I think, the only
prosecution, although smoking was rife.
Unfortunately I was not successful so, in due
course, I appeared for Lisa at the Diggers

regular army soldiers had arrived from

some police visited the site and called at the

Puckapunyal asking if they could have a job.

Duncan farmhouse. Beryl had quite a collection

I asked to speak to the senior-most of them

of potted plants on their covered veranda,

and it was a sergeant from 1AR. I told him

which the police admired, but asked where

court and, after the attractive police woman

that it must be clear that this job had absolutely

she had obtained one particular plant —it

gave evidence, the magistrate smiled at me, and I

nothing to do with the army but I would hold

was marihuana collected from the banks of

think I persuaded him to order a good behaviour

the creek!

bond without having recorded a conviction.

Rest Magistrates’ Court on a hot summer
morning in the tin shed which was used as the

I can say with certainty and satisfaction

There were many people wanting to

that the subsequent festivals were organised

sell miscellaneous items at the festivals—

him responsible as the senior person, for the

I was asked by Ray Evans and Michael

with an increasing eye for detail and

particularly watermelons—and it was

behaviour and welfare of his soldiers. He said

Gudinski if I would act as their solicitor in the

professionalism borne of experience in the

necessary to have some arrangement to

he realised that and that his CO knew of the

When the drug squad conducted a raid on a

fact that Lisa is now a highly respected senior

establishment of a new company to be called

military discipline. It was comparatively easy

license and supervise them. Rosemary Fowler

venture. I phoned the CO of 1AR, Lt. Col.

group of young people sitting having a quiet

forensic psychologist who regularly gives expert

‘Mushroom Records’. I was also asked by

to broadcast the event around the regiment

was in charge of the applications, which was

Terry Walker. He had been the adjutant of the

smoke, they netted Lisa Dixon, who is John

evidence in court in drug-related cases.

Prior to the second festival, however,
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One unfortunate incident occurred, however.

The really amusing part of this story is the

*
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P

occurred prior to third festival, when the

festival, I was asked

Promises in plenty

police phoned to advise that cheap tickets for

to attend a meeting

the next festival were being sold and asked if

of the Sunbury Shire

Production Company launch

we knew of the circumstances. I asked them

Council where I was

to investigate and they did but unfortunately

interrogated as to various

found that it was an apprentice printer at

aspects, including health.

produced in Melbourne since its Australian

Stockland Press Pty Ltd who was duly

However I was able to

première at Her Majesty’s way back in

charged with some offence.

assure the meeting that

1970. The stars were Orson Bean and

all aspects had been

Ann Hilton, with Nancye Hayes and Bruce

Another matter involving the police

At the hearing of his case, I gave evidence

Before the second

on his behalf (remember I was the solicitor

considered and that we

and director of Stockland Press) and told the

had our own health inspector. Captain Barry

County Court judge the story. Ironically, the

Stowe was the health inspector for one of the

boy had been nominated as the Apprentice of

councils in Melbourne.

the Year. He received a light sentence. For the
next festival we arranged for the tickets to be
printed by a security printing company.

Prior to all the festivals, I arranged for
the water tanks that had been installed on
the site to be inspected and tested, before

Prior to – and after – each of the festivals,

being refilled. As a matter of amusement,

we had a conference with the police at Russell

I also asked that the water in the tanks at

Street headquarters. These were always very

the Duncans’ homestead be tested and was

useful. I wish to compliment Mr Miller and

told that the quality of water was quite

the police for their attitude and conduct.

unacceptable. I do not think that Mrs Duncan

The standard of co-operation was first class
and really in excess of my expectations.
St John Ambulance performed very well.
They had a considerable number of patients
each day with a variety of illnesses and
injuries. There was an unfortunate death
from drowning in Jacksons Creek which was
not known to the media and we were not
requested to attend any coronial inquest.
On the other hand, one young lady went into
labour and was rushed by ambulance to the
nearest hospital.

was impressed!
Prior to the 1974 (I think) festival, there
was much media discussion following the
usual full page advertisement published by the
CFA warning of the consequences of a grass
fire in the area. Such was the extent of the
concern, I wrote a lengthy letter on my firm’s
letterhead and personally delivered it to
Mr Dick Hamer, who was the Chief Secretary.
He had also been the CO of 5 Battalion, the
Royal Scottish Regiment, and he seemed
to know of my military background. He
complimented me on the letter and said that

Promoter Michael Gudinski.

it was very definitive. In fact I wrote it in case
any disaster should occur and it could be used
in evidence in any proceedings.
Prior to one of the festivals, I was requested
to attend a meeting of the Victorian Youth
Council which was chaired by Sir Oliver
Gillard, a justice of the Supreme Court.
Much to my bemusement, he treated me with
considerable courtesy and friendship, which I
found interesting as one of his sons, who is a
contemporary, had told me that his father was
not in favour of the festivals.
At one stage prior to one of the festivals,
I was told that the Department of Local
Government was expressing concerns about
something, so I arranged for a friend who was
a member of the Legislative Council to speak
with Mr Alan Hunt who was the Minister
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romises, Promises, the great Burt
Bacharach–Hal David–Neil Simon
musical, is the surprise inclusion

in the 2012 repertoire of Jeanne Pratt’s
Production Company.
The show has not been professionally

Barry in featured roles. The company also

‘A happy event’.

included Judith Roberts, Lesley Baker, Joan
Brockenshire, Gordon McDougall, John

much in favour of the festivals, and even said

Preston, Gail Esler and Brendan Tobin. Fred

that he wished that he could attend.

Hebert directed.

The Minister for Youth, Sport and

At the Production Company’s spectacular

Recreation was Mr Brian Dixon (not related

season launch at ‘Raheen’ on 28 March,

to John), a former AFL footballer playing for

artistic director Ken Mackenzie-Forbes

Melbourne Football Club and a contemporary

revealed that the new cast will be headed by

from my university days. I knew him but not

Marina Prior and Matt Hetherington.

well and phoned him asking if he would like

Nadia Tass will direct.

to attend. He seemed quite anxious to do so. I

The year’s two other shows are Mel Brooks’

arranged for him to be collected by helicopter

The Producers and Chess. In The Producers

from the helipad on the Yarra River so that he

Warren Scott Kermond and Brent will play

could attend for an afternoon.

Max Bialystock and Leo Bloom, with Christie

We drove around the site in my car together

Whelan as Ulla, Mitchell Butel as Roger de

with John Fowler and Mr Miller, pointing out

Bris and Trevor Ashley as Franz Liebkind.

the various points of interest. As we were

Andrew Hallsworth and Dean Bryant are

approaching the stage I could see a voluptuous

co-directors.

topless young girl heading towards us so I

Chess will feature Silvie Paladino,

quickly directed the minister’s attention to

Martin Crewes, Simon Crewes and

the St John Ambulance hospital. His response

Bobby Fox, with Gale Edwards directing.

was: ‘Never mind about that, look what’s

Dates are: The Producers, 10–15 July; Chess,

coming towards us.’ He had an extensive tour

21–26 August; Promises, Promises, 3–7 October.

of the site but we were always shadowed by

All performances will be in the State Theatre.

the three Rent-a-Dicks.
As darkness fell, I warned him that it was

A taste of things to come at the Production

time for him to return if he wished to use the

Company’s 2012 season launch on 28 March

helicopter, but he said that he had promised

2012: (clockwise from the top) Marina Prior,

his staff that he would join them for the evening.

Christie Whelan, Martin Crewes, Trevor Ashley.

Oh dear!—that could be trouble, so I spoke

Images: THA.

Gus goss

to Mr Miller and told him that we could
not accept responsibility for the safety of
the minister, so six plain clothes police were

I can hardly wait for 1 June – that’s when Arts Centre

assigned for that task.
One of the unpublicised events at the last
two festivals was an inter-denominational
church service conducted by Rev. David Sankey
of St Paul’s Cathedral and a Franciscan friar
from Mornington. I am told that it was

© Graeme Rees-Jones, 2012 

After that there’ll be a slap-up dinner for donors on
the 14th, and an MSO acoustic test on the 18th. There’s
a tuning concert with an audience scheduled for 17 July.

Tina Arena will give the first of her three Hamer Hall

morning, and well received.
Continued in the next issue of On Stage.

course, I’ll be there too.

‘open house’ weekend on 28/29 July.

a comparatively early hour on the Sunday

attitude. I was delighted to hear that he was

staff will have access to the refurbished Hamer Hall. Of

The official opening’s on 26/27 July, and there’ll be an

quite popular for those who were awake at

for Local Government, in order to test his

n

concerts on 28 July.
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Melbourne stage-by-stage
Ralph Marsden documents another forgotten Bourke Street venue.

B

Army Headquarters building lies

The Nugget Theatre

balustraded gallery, built to accommodate
some 1500 people.
Arrived at via a wide staircase, the hall
has a simple platform, without proscenium
or curtain, and seems never to have housed
any professional theatrical attractions; yet
still it manages to evoke something of the
atmosphere that must have typified many of
the smaller late 19th century theatres and
music halls in this area, and the site itself has
theatrical history.

Lawrence Smith, a remarkably energetic
colonist in many fields. Apart from his medical
practice, Dr Smith was also an active and
colourful politician, an author and proprietor
of several newspapers, and a pioneer wine
maker, model farmer and horse breeder.
Smith was the builder, ‘at no small
expense’, of the ‘Royal Polytechnic
Institute and Museum of Natural History
and Science’, the stated object of which
was ‘to give his fellow colonists a rational
amusement and a means of passing a few

69 Bourke Street, Melbourne – site of
the Salvation Army State Headquarters
and City Temple.
The Royal Polytechnic Institute and
Museum of Natural History and Science
The (Royal) Polytechnic Hall
The Theatre Comique
The (Royal) Polytechnic Theatre
The Oxford Music Hall
The (New) Novelty Theatre
The Duke’s Theatre
Hudson’s Theatre (and Palace
of Varieties)

hours, whenever they are so inclined, in an
entertaining and instructive manner’.
Modelled on a London counterpart,
and according to press advertisements,

Then came a magician ‘who perfectly

the construction of two doors leading to the

tall General, accompanied by his wife (who

bewildered his audience by the tricks he played

adjoining right-of-way in addition to that in

was an inch shorter) was another P.T.Barnum

with their hats and pocket handkerchiefs’.

Bourke Street.’

discovery—and one reputedly favoured by both

The Lyceum
The Hall of Science
Cottier’s Theatre

Queen Victoria and the Duke of Wellington.

An interesting sketch of the interior of

magician but the hall’s most popular attraction

the new hall accompanied the article in the

of these early years was Birch’s Holiday Trip.

same issue of the Post.

Together with the equally diminutive
Commodore Nutt and Minnie Warren, they
gave twice-daily performances ‘consisting

The new Polytechnic Hall opened on

included painting by John Hennings of

9 September 1864 with English entertainers

of songs, duets, comic acts, burlesques, and

the Theatre Royal) of Continental scenes

Mr George Case and Grace Egerton (Mrs

laughable eccentricities’ until 19 March. The

before which Mr Birch, with musical

George Case) in A Drawingroom to Let, or, Quiet

troupe of midgets caused a sensation when

accompaniment, gave descriptions and

Apartments of an Old Bachelor. This comprised

they drove through the streets to the hall in a

character impersonations. This ‘proved a

‘full-dress personations of character, or

miniature carriage shaped like a half walnut

decided success’ according to The Age of

familiar “sketches of odd people” from the

shell, drawn by small ponies.

29 June 1863: ‘The performance was a

old country; interspersed with songs, dances,

meritorious one, and the place was crowded

rapid changes, magical illusions, and musical

to excess, nearly 200 persons being unable to

illustrations, as performed by them 2051

obtain admission.’

times’. The Age’s prediction of ‘a long and

Birch’s first 67-night season opened on

had a considerable, if markedly chequered,

Polytechnic Hall here in 1862 by Dr Louis

on 21 February 1870. The 25-inch (63.5cm)

This consisted of a moving diorama (which

a large hall with a three-sided, cast iron

This begins with the erection of the first

of egress have likewise been provided, by

A season by a soprano followed the

ehind the fine 1890 boom-style
façade of the present Salvation

dissolving views were afterwards exhibited’.

successful run’ for this attraction had been

27 June; he was back from Boxing Day 1863

clearly borne out by the end of the Cases’

to the end of January 1864. After extensive

season on 17 December.

touring, he returned for a three-week farewell from

But subsequent offerings, which included

23 September 1865 before departing for overseas.

several similar entertainments, as well as the

A ‘ventriloquist and polyphonist’, another

Lancashire Bellringers, séances by Herr Von

magician, even George Coppin’s discoveries,

Kehl, ‘Man of Miracles’, and concerts by

the Lancashire Bellringers, were among the

the ubiquitous Madame Carandini, were not

attractions that followed.

nearly as well received.

During the run of a series of ‘Electrobiology’

Soon after a farewell season by the Cases,

lectures by Professor Bushell early in

early in 1866, the illustrious George Coppin

December 1863, the exterior of the hall

leased the hall to present the American

was ‘illuminated with the Electric Light’,

glass-blowing entertainers, Mr and Mrs

according to press advertisements.

More darkness followed until the arrival
of a magician and his ‘Salle Diabolique’
Dr Louis Lawrence Smith, the entrepreneur
who built the Royal Polytechnic.
Alterations were completed, again under
the supervision of Alessandro Martelli, and
the Theatre Comique opened on 1 June 1867
with Scottish actress, Eloise Juno, in a comedy,
Meg’s Diversion, followed by a farce called The
Two Bonnycastles, with a local favourite, Barlow,
the minstrel entertainer, in between.
Although the plays and players were well
received, the theatre and production were
found wanting by The Australasian of 8 June
1867: ‘The stage is preposterously small… the

on 9 July 1870 soon after which The Argus
was moved to record that the ‘appearance
of the hall has been much improved by
re-decorations and renovation’. Dr Smith
and his Physiological Museum, boxers, more
‘drawing room entertainments’, a company
made up of members from the burnt-out
Theatre Royal, performing dogs, dioramas,
panoramas—even a Chinese Theatre with ‘40
male and female performers’ followed. Then
the hall was ‘thoroughly renovated, cleaned,
fumigated and re-seated’ to reopen as ‘The
Polytechnic Theatre’ on 15 February 1873
with a Californian minstrel company.
Another diorama and a season of popular

Charles Woodroffe, discoveries of the famous

first scene of the comedietta was an interior,

drama followed at ‘The Royal Polytechnic

P.T.Barnum. Although the Woodroffes

almost ludicrous in its bareness, and the

Theatre’, as the hall was now called, before

remained almost three months from 5 May

second was of that perplexing sort that you

a new lessee tried to revamp it with further

instructional side of the enterprise, Dr Smith

and were followed by a month-long run

could not well decide whether to regard it as

fumigation and fresh paint—no more than

had his hall rebuilt on a larger scale to plans

by a minstrel troupe, Coppin evidently

an interior or an exterior.’

eight months after it had last been done over.

By mid-1864, with public interest
clearly favouring the entertainment over the

by the architect Alessandro Martelli.
The building work was carried out in

had no more luck than his predecessors

The Count solved the problem of limited

The frequency with which many 19th

in maintaining a strong continuity of

space by transferring his productions to the

century theatres were redecorated seems

the exhibition could be ‘divided into three

seven weeks and The Illustrated Melbourne

attraction. The Gourlays — a family of

Princess’s on 13 July; soon after this the venue

extraordinary today, but it should be

departments—a Polytechnic, or Scientific

cataract, decorated with natural rocks,

Post of 22 September 1864 reported: ‘The hall

Scottish entertainers including the young

was again called the Polytechnic Hall, with

remembered that dust from the unpaved,

and Philosophical Department; a Museum of

and favourably adding to the style of the

measures 72 feet by 35 feet, and has been

John Gourlay, who was later a very popular

new lessees presenting ‘Christy’s Minstrels’.

untarred streets soon infiltrated every

designed and decorated after the old Roman

local comedian—opened here on 1 October

A Bulletin item of 1 July 1915 recalled the

building, and that fumes from oil or gaslights

and were probably Coppin’s most notable

Count Morton de la Chapelle as being ‘the

rising into the poorly ventilated atmosphere

attraction. Coppin also brought back the

most remarkable manager’ the hall had ever

soon blackened walls and ceilings.

Lancashire Bellringers early in December,

had, adding intriguingly: ‘In a mysterious

fine hall is lighted during the day by five large

and the Gourlays returned for a fortnight on

and unaccountable fashion he afterwards

Oxford Music Hall’ on 18 October 1873 with

circular-headed windows… at night the Hall

Christmas Eve.

became a confidential agent of the Emperor

a company giving ‘what is known as a variety

Napoleon III, both at Paris and Chislehurst.’

entertainment, consisting of singing and

Natural History and Art; and a Museum of
Physiology and Anatomy’. This was opened
at 12 noon on 26 December 1862 by the
Governor of Victoria, Sir Henry Barkly.
The Illustrated Melbourne Post of 3 January
1863 found the building ‘neat and yet
attractive. In style pure Corinthian, the hall
is approached by a flight of eight stone steps.

vestibule… The lecture room is a wellventilated apartment, 70 feet by 30 feet and,
like the others, lighted from the roof.
‘At the east end, a platform and proscenium
is erected, and although the appearance
of this portion of the building strikes the
visitor on entering as being of rather gloomy

period of the Emperor Titus.
‘The stage has been elegantly fitted up, so
as to represent a modern drawing room. This

is illuminated by two sun-burners fixed in the

A new lessee, the Count de la Chapelle,

ceiling, and eight pairs of crystal branches

arrived on the scene in 1867; a series of

The Polytechnic reopened as ‘The

The Gourlays, the Cases and several

dancing, with a small burlesque at the end of

A bold but neat appearance is given to the

appearance we have no doubt that the

springing from the pilasters on either side of

newspaper advertisements in May announced

other similar entertainments—their seasons

the programme. The performances were of a

façade by two fluted columns 22 feet high,

character of the decorations are quite suitable

the Hall, and two in the proscenium. The

the Count’s intention to transform the hall into

usually separated by lengthy periods of

superior character to what has been given in

with two pilasters behind.

for such a place.’

arrangements for ventilation are all that could

‘The Theatre Comique’ for the production of

darkness—followed for the next three years or

this place for some time past’, The Argus of

be desired, whilst a copious supply of water

‘vaudevilles, farces, comedy, buffo opera, &c., on

so. The most notable attraction of this period

20 October reported.

‘Lamps mounted on solid blocks of

The first evening’s lectures, including one

granite are placed on either side of the

by Dr Smith himself, were ‘upon various

has been distributed in pipes throughout the

the same principles of elegance and management

was the famous American midget General

entrance, which is ornamented by a model

scientific subjects, and some admirable

building, in the event of fire. Efficient means

as the famous Bouffes Parisiens, in Paris.’

Tom Thumb, who first appeared at the hall
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Nothing more was heard of the company
after 6 November, however; in fact little

*
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was heard of any amusement attraction at

American actor R.D’Orsay Ogden presented

the hall for the next two years, apart from a

his wife, Helen Fergus, in Only a Barmaid—a

series of Saturday night ‘People’s Concerts’—

domestic drama of the strongly pathetic

variety shows that were a firmly established

order… ‘intended to furnish a “shocking

attraction at Temperance Hall in Russell

example” of the evil effects which invariably

Street but ran here for only a few months

follow upon the abuse of intoxicating liquors

from May to July 1874.

in any walk of life,’ according to The Argus of

A minstrel troupe beginning a month-

10 August 1885.

long season on 9 October 1875 seems to

The Australasian of 15 August thought this

have been the sole lessees for that year, while

‘a very depressing play’ and summed up with

an ‘Exhibition of Instruments of Torture’

familiar wit: ‘Mr Ogden has our good wishes

(‘All lovers of liberty are respectfully invited’)

and when he is able to produce plays of a

was the only advertised attraction of 1876.

cheerful character, in which there are fun,

General and Mrs Tom Thumb, with Colonel

By mid-1877 the hall was being touted as

and dancing, and singing, and good scenery,

Nutt and Minnie Warren, Polytechnic stars

‘a splendid opening’ for a ‘first-class billiard

and gay dresses, and graceful forms, he will

of 1870.

room’ or ‘skating-rink’ but nothing more

probably fill the little house better, especially

was heard of theatrical activities; the last

if he can sell for firewood, or for instruments

advertised attraction seems to have been a
charity Christmas fete held from 24 to 26
December 1878.
More than 18 months later the building
was radically renovated by architects, Messrs
Terry and Oakden, with seating in two
private boxes, stalls, balcony and pit.
It reopened as ‘The New Novelty Theatre’
on 30 October 1880. ‘Few persons would
recognise the old Polytechnic Hall in its
altered guise. The stage is small but the
theatre before the curtain is large enough
to hold 750 persons, is very tastefully fitted
up, and the comfort of its patrons is better
attended to than in any other in Melbourne,
except the Bijou,’ The Age of 1 November
1860 commented. The Argus of 30 October
elaborated: ‘The decorations consist of a
panelled ceiling through which a blue sky is
visible. There are two sunlights (one at each
end), and around each are four cherubs,
representing the seasons… The whole of this
work has been designed and carried out by
‘A decided success’: Birch’s Holiday Trip.

Grace Egerton on stage on the Polytechnic’s opening night, 9 September 1864.
Mr A. Izett Watson. The drop act has been

pleasing appearance than has been the case

painted by Mr A. Habbe, the scenic artist of

for some time past,’ The Age of 17 October

the Opera House.’

reported. The entertainment followed the

The Melbourne International Exhibition
of 1880 had opened only a month before,

sketches, and Hudson’s troupe proved the

and the New Novelty’s first attraction was

most successful attraction to visit the venue

appropriately cosmopolitan: Madame Jean

since its earliest years. After the close of their

Andree’s French Comedy Company performing

season, The Argus of 7 December recorded

three one-act plays, entirely in French.

that the company had ‘established themselves

In spite of critical plaudits and the influx
of visitors for the exhibition and the racing
season, the French players were not well

as favourites with the theatre-going public of
this city’.
Although the Hudson company left

patronised; in less than three weeks they had

for Adelaide and returned only briefly for

gone, and the theatre was closed. It reopened

two short seasons early in 1882, the theatre

on 24 December as ‘The Duke’s Theatre’

continued to be advertised as ‘Hudson’s’

with English actor Sam Emery presenting

for the next two years. On Christmas Eve

himself in a season of drama and comedy,

1881 the famous Pollard’s Liliputian Opera

but a week later the theatre was being

Company, a troupe of child performers

advertised as the ‘Novelty’ again, and by mid-

originating in Melbourne (who successfully

January Emery and his company had gone.

toured the world up to the early 1900s) began

Nearly nine months of darkness followed,
broken only by a fortnight of comic opera
in March and odd nights of
amateurs or benefits. On
15 October 1881 the
Novelty, now advertised
as ‘Hudson’s Theatre
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established pattern of songs, dances and

British actor Sam Emery, who appeared

of torture, those medieval benches, the

in Melbourne in 1880.

inventor of which deserves to be condemned to
sit upon them until he has expiated the crime of

until Boxing Day when another juvenile opera

inflicting unmerited misery upon unoffending

company began a three-week run.

persons who never did him any harm.’

In February 1884 the building was taken
over by the Australasian Secular Association,

came the ‘Helen Vivian Premier Dramatic

renamed ‘The Hall of Science’ and used for

Company’ with three more weeks of

Sunday lectures and other ASA activities,

melodrama. After this closed, Weston shut up

although the theatre was advertised for hire

the theatre for a few days of renovation and

during the rest of the week.

reseating, before reopening on 17 October

have petered out early in June.
‘The Nugget Theatre, once the Novelty,
sometime Hudson’s, formerly the Polytechnic,
on Sundays the Hall of Science, recently a
skating rink, and known also by many other
aliases, was reopened on Saturday night by
Mr Arthur Vivian’, The Australasian of
15 October 1887 rather jadedly recorded.
The ‘Vivian Dramatic Combination’,
beginning with The Wide World on 8 October
and ending with East Lynne on 18 November,

with Mixed, a comedy that had been

seems to have brought a premature close to all

from 9 February. This time they proved

transferred from the Bijou for a three-week

professional theatrical activity on this site.

popular enough to be held on both Saturday

run. This featured three popular local comic

A correspondent to The Age of 16 September

and Monday nights, continuing throughout

actors in Phillip Day, John C. Hall and John

1939 claimed to have appeared with a minstrel

the year. There was also a number of ASA

R. Greville, and was probably the most

troupe in a ‘last performance’ at the Nugget

Sunday night concerts that included mock

notable dramatic offering ever staged here.

as late as 1888 but no press advertisements or

church sermons for which admission was

Leon and Cushman’s Minstrels followed

reviews of attractions at the theatre for that

charged and which led to police prosecution

directly from 7 November, featuring American

year appear to exist.

later in the year. These and occasional

female impersonator Francis Leon (‘the only

amateur dramatic nights were the only

Leon’) in a program that included a burlesque

purchased the building in November 1887,

entertainment attractions until 4 April 1885,

of Sardou’s Fedora entitled Ill-fed Dora.

with the intention of erecting a new headquarters

‘People’s Concerts’ were reintroduced

The Young Men’s Christian Association

This popular troupe remained until

on the site. There was a year’s delay due to a

Weston’s Troubadours, brought full-blooded

16 January 1886. Almost three months

shortfall in promised funds, but by late 1889

professional life back to the site.

of darkness followed, until Helen Fergus

the Nugget Theatre had been demolished.

a month-long season in Les Cloches de Corneville.

when another minstrel company, Frank

Apart from this and the two short returns by
Hudson’s troupe, the attractions for 1882 and
most of 1883 comprised only brief seasons

Immediately following the Fergus season

by another minstrel company which seems to

Weston closed his season after a couple of

and company returned on 10 April with

The present building was erected in 1890,

by minstrel companies, an illusionist, and odd

weeks, but kept the lease and reopened the venue

melodrama as before as well as a farce called

but fiscal pressures forced the YMCA to

nights by amateurs.

as ‘The Nugget Theatre’ on 25 April 1885

Xantippe which The Argus of 17 May reported

surrender it within a few years. Late in 1894 it

with Hussey and Lewton’s Minstrels. Despite

was ‘proving the most popular of recent

passed to the Salvation Army. The operations

The next fillip for the theatre came

and Palace of

on 3 November 1883 when the illustrious

this, the venue was still advertised as ‘The

productions at this little theatre’. Although

of the Army’s ‘Limelight Department’, which

Varieties’, reopened

triumvirate of Williamson, Garner and

Hall of Science’ for the ASA’s Sunday activities.

this season ran until the end of June, the

produced photographs, lantern slides and,

with ‘Hudson’s

Musgrove took up the lease, effected ‘many

Nugget was without a theatrical lessee until

latterly, motion pictures promoting Army

Surprise Party’.

alterations and improvements’ and changed

continuity of attraction when another

9 April 1887 when Walter G. Cottier reopened

activities, were based here from that time.

‘The whole of the

the name to ‘The Lyceum’ to present the

minstrel company—Christy’s Aerial Beauties’

it as ‘Cottier’s Theatre’ with ‘Cottier’s

interior, as well as

Australian début of Fleming Norton. Norton

(‘twenty refined lady artistes’, although there

Minstrels and Circle of Lady Entertainers’.

the Limelight Department—both ‘actualities’

the exterior, has been

was a quick-change character impersonator of

were some men too) followed directly for six

Cottier had previously been a member of

and dramatic recreations of biblical stories—

completely renovated,

some London success, but his Lyceum season

weeks from 13 June. Popular drama returned

Hudson’s Surprise Party. His troupe played

would have been shown in the hall here.

and gives a more

lasted only a fortnight. The theatre was closed

on 8 August when locally well-known

for some six weeks before being succeeded

The culmination of these efforts was the

At long last the theatre enjoyed some
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From 1897 many short films produced by

*
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Melbourne Stage by Stage from page 37
an illustrated lecture utilising motion pictures,
slides, music and the spoken word. This was
first presented on 13 September 1900 at

Going Green
Theatre Heritage Australia congratulates the winners of 2011’s
Green Room Awards.

the Melbourne Town Hall where it had a
sensational impact on an audience of around

The 2011 Green Room
Awards Recipients are:

4000. So successful was Soldiers of the Cross that
the lecture was later taken on tour throughout
Australia and New Zealand.

Alternative & Hybrid

Although production of films was

Production: Taxi

abandoned in 1910, the Army has continued

(D & Associates/Big West Festival)

to use and preserve the building. In later

Conceptual Realisation: At the Sans Hotel

years the hall has been utilised for a number

Ensemble Performance: Ganesh versus the

of secular, non-professional screenings from

Third Reich

film, videotape or disc by groups such as the

Design Integration: Special

Limelight Film Society.

Mise-en-Scene: Taxi

A complete restoration of the building,
to return it as much as possible to its original

Cabaret

1890 state, was begun in October 2008. This

Production: Little Match Girl

restoration, now completed, has included

(Malthouse/Meow Meow Revolution)

the addition of two new floors to the top of

Artiste: Meow Meow, Little Match Girl

the building allowing for additional archive

Musical Direction: Iain Grandage,

space and giving public access to the unique
early 20th century film storage, laboratory

Aaron Joyner, founder of Magnormos, receives

Little Match Girl

and cutting rooms of the former Limelight

his award for his outstanding contribution

Original Songs: Geraldine Quinn,

Department—the remains of the first fully

to the production and promotion of new

You’re the Voice: Songs for the Ordinary by an

professional film production facilities of their

Australian music theatre. Image: THA.

Anthemaniac & The Last Gig in Melbourne

kind in Australia.

n

Direction: Marion Potts, Little Match Girl

A

t a well-attended ceremony at the
Playhouse Arts Centre Melbourne
on 18 March 2012, the Green

Room Awards Association presented its 2011

Gus
goss

awards for excellence in Melbourne theatre.
Opera Australia’s Of Mice and Men

Contribution to Cabaret: Finucane & Smith

Dance
Betty Pounder Award for Choreography:
Gideon Obarzanek, Assembly
(Chunky Move/Victorian Opera)
Design: Toni Maticevski, Richard Nylon,
Matthew Bird, Gavin Brown, Benjamin

production. In Music Theatre, Rock of Ages

Cisterne, Aviary

I’m making space on

scored five awards and Love Never Dies four—

Sound and Music: Tie between:

my bookshelf for two

although, controversially, there was no award

Cast of Assembly

important upcoming

for Best Production in this category. Equally

and

showbiz biographies.

questionable was the omission of Ben Lewis

Victorian Opera Chorus, Requiem

(Love Never Dies) from nomination in the Best

Male Dancer: Luke George, Body-of-Work

Australian soprano Amy Castles who, her

Male Music Theatre Performer category,

Female Dancer: Kirsty Martin,

supporters claim, was Melba’s equal. Her

which was reduced to a choice of two, Reg

The Merry Widow

Livermore for Turns and Brent Hill—who

Ensemble: Concerto

won—for Rock of Ages.

Concept & Realisation: Becky, Jodi & John

biography was written by her niece, Patricia Finn,
is on Macmillan’s schedule for later this year.
The other, The Two Frank Thrings, is really
two biographies in one. Peter Fitzpatrick’s longawaited exploration of the life and work of the
legendary Thrings – entrepreneurial father and
thespian son – will be published by Monash
University Press in August.

Another major winner was Meow Meow’s
idiosyncratic Little Match Girl, which won four
awards, including Best Cabaret Production.
The Green Room voting year is from
1 January to 31 December. The nominations
and awards are made by the Green Room

– Gus, the theatre cat n

membership of industry professionals, via
subcommittees for each discipline.
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Theatre—Companies

Ensemble: After All This

Production: Ganesh versus the Third Reich

Design: Sebastian Peters Lazaro & Ellen

(Back to Back/Malthouse)

Strasser, Undine

Direction: Bruce Gladwin,

Lighting: Richard Vabre, Small Odysseys

Ganesh versus the Third Reich

Sound/Composition: Mat Diafos

Opera
Production: Of Mice and Men
(Opera Australia)
Direction: Bruce Beresford, Of Mice and Men
Conductor: Tom Woods, Of Mice and Men
Principal Male: Anthony Dean Griffey,
Of Mice and Men
Principal Female: Jacqueline Dark,
Don Giovanni
Supporting Male: Bradley Daley,
Of Mice and Men
Supporting Female: Suzanne Johnston,
Albert Herring

Lighting: Nick Schlieper, Baal
Set/Costume: Anna Cordingley,
Body-of-Work

Sweeney, Undine

Sound/Composition: Iain Grandage,

Association Awards

Body-of-Work

Lifetime Achievement: John Romeril

Female Actor: Zahra Newman, Random

Technical Achievement:

Male Actor: Robert Menzies, The End

Dori Dragon Bicchierai
New Writing: Angus Cerini, Save for Crying

Theatre—Independent
Production: Save for Crying

Certificate Awards

(doubletap/La Mama)

Outstanding Contributions to Melbourne

Direction: Tie between:

Theatre: Anna McCrossin-Owen, Debbie

Marcel Dorney, After All This
and Laurence Strangio,
Six Characters in Search of an Author
Male Performer: Ben Grant, Save for Crying
Female Performer: Marta Kaczmarek,
Café Scheherazade

Phyland, Nigel Poulton, David McSkimming,
Magnormos, Orchestra Victoria.
Fuller details of these awards are available on
the Green Room Association’s website:
www.greenroom.org.au 
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Major award for Melbourne designer
The Kristian Fredrikson Scholarship for 2012.

garnered five awards, including best

One is the story of the almost forgotten

Choreography: Kelly Devine, Rock of Ages
Musical Direction: Guy Simpson,
Love Never Dies
Leading Female: Pamela Rabe, Grey Gardens
Leading Male: Brent Hill, Rock of Ages
Ensemble: Tie between:
Ensemble, Rock of Ages and
Cast of Flowerchildren
Featured Male: Matt Hetherington,
Next to Normal
Featured Female: Emma Jones, The Hatpin

(John Jesperse Company)

Music Theatre
Direction: Kristin Hanggi, Rock of Ages
Design: Gabriella Tylesova, Love Never Dies
Lighting: Nick Schlieper, Love Never Dies
Sound: Tie between:
Peter Hylenski, Rock of Ages and
Mick Potter, Love Never Dies

M

elbourne based designer Anna

The $10 000 biennial travel scholarship was

Cordingley is the recipient of

created to provide an on-going memorial to the

the 2012 Kristian Fredrikson

brilliant designer Kristian Fredrikson, who died

Scholarship for Design in the Performing

in 2005. It gives designers and theatre makers

Arts. The award was presented during the

an opportunity to further their careers overseas.

Green Room Awards ceremony at Arts Centre
Melbourne on 18 March 2012.
Anna is a graduate of the Victorian College

The scholarship’s previous recipient,
Victoria Lamb, is currently in London
undertaking a placement with designer Lucy

of the Arts, where she was awarded the 2003

Osborne, following her involvement in the

John Vickery Scholarship. In 2009–2011 she

designing process of The Recruiting Officer for

was Artist-in-Residence at the Malthouse

Donmar Warehouse.

Theatre in Melbourne. Her recent work

‘Winning the Scholarship has been quite

includes Meow Meow’s Little Match Girl, Julius

literally a life changing experience,’ Anna says.

Caesar for Bell Shakespeare and costume design

‘Aside from the benefit of overseas travel, the

for Chunky Move’s Connected. She is currently

unexpected effect it has had on my design career

designing Macbeth for Bell Shakespeare.

within Australia has been nothing short of

A selection of Anna’s designs is on display

meteoric. It has given me access to unexpected

in the Smorgon Family Plaza at the Arts Centre

professional opportunities and opened doors that

Melbourne. Malthouse has lent some of Anna’s

I had been knocking on for a long time.

costumes for the exhibition.

‘In short, I have been so busy designing in

Scholarship winner Anna Cordingley.
Image: THA

Anna’s travel plans include study at the

my home town of Adelaide and now for the

Akademie der Künste, Berlin, and the Warburg

first time, with major companies in Sydney.

For further information see

Institute at the University of London.

For this I am very grateful.’

www fredriksonscholarship.org 
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O’Shaughnessy at Chichester

One actor told me that, when the
company was touring Yugoslavia, he
had shared a car with Olivier and

On its 50th anniversary, Australian writer, director and actor Peter O’Shaughnessy
remembers his experiences at the Chichester Festival Theatre.

Vivien Leigh. She was goading him
mercilessly: ‘You’ve never satisfied
me. The only man who has ever

I

had not long ended a period with the

Lewis Casson as Telyegin, Fay Compton as

satisfied me was Peter Finch.’ It was

Bristol Old Vic company when I auditioned

Marya Voynitsky and Sybil Thorndike as the

too much. He slapped her face. Little

for the 1963 season of the Chichester

old nurse. Other younger members of the

wonder I suppose that, in the end, he

Festival company. It would be the second season,

company were still finding their feet, among

would settle for someone earthy and

the theatre having opened in 1962. This year

them Derek Jacobi, Jeremy Brett and Robert

downright like Joan Plowright, who broke

the theatre celebrates its 50th birthday.

Stephens. The legendary Fay Compton had

with the traditional mould of actress-

nothing to match her talents. I would later

diva. No airs about Joan Plowright.

I passed the preliminary audition and

I’d seen that my idol had feet of

was called to attend a second in which one of

regret that it never occurred to me to ask her

the faceless judges seated in the gloom of the

to tell me about John Barrymore. She had

clay and perhaps in some strange

auditorium was Laurence Olivier. A strange

played Ophelia to his Hamlet.

way, was unsure of his footing, shy.

experience it was to be conversing with the
disembodied but very familiar voice of one of

when playing with him in John Osborne’s

the most famous actors in the world.

The Entertainer and may have been egging him

Olivier was impressed enough to ask me

on to keep abreast of the New Wave pioneered

to stay while he asked me a few questions:

by the Royal Court Theatre. At my audition,

‘Are you a family man, Mr O’Shaughnessy?’

Olivier had called on me to improvise.

After I had told him that I was married

Unlikely he would have had much truck

and had two young daughters, he asked me

with Stanislavski and Strasberg’s practices if

to improvise a scene in which I would be
shepherding my seven-year-old daughter
through an art gallery and trying to excite her
interest in the pictures. I would come to think

Joanie hadn’t urged him to go along with ‘the
Sybil Thorndike as Marina and Laurence
Oliver as Astrov in Uncle Vanya, Chichester
Festival Theatre, 1963.

that Olivier might have asked this question
because he wanted to strike a balance between

latest thing’ and not to pull rank.
Dexter, very much alert to this, made
no secret of his intention to be his own man
and, far from kowtowing to ‘Sir’, sometimes

The persona he had adopted was that of

challenged him in a manner that bordered on

homosexuals and heterosexuals in the composition

an almost bumbling elderly man who asked

impudence. At one of the final rehearsals of

of the company.

to be excused for having such a poor memory

Saint Joan, Olivier, who had sat discreetly at

for the names of some of the actors who had

some distance from the stage, came down the

inviting me to join the company. All of the

already worked with him. When the actor

steps to venture a comment: ‘Johnny, I was

plum parts had already been cast some time

identified himself, he might say ‘Dudley,

wondering if Joanie might…’ Dexter didn’t

ago, but the roles offered enough for me to

Dudley, of course. Your name was on the tip

allow him to get any further: ‘Oh, so now I

get my teeth into: The Lord Chamberlain, La

of my tongue. Dudley, of course. Forgive me,

have to put up with family intervention, do

Trémouille, in John Dexter’s production of

dear boy.’

A few days later, I received a letter

Shaw’s Saint Joan and one of the councillors in
Stuart Burge’s première production of John
Arden’s The Workhouse Donkey.
The company first assembled at a hall
near Crosby Hall in Chelsea to meet one

Yes, the same man who, in the cause

Joan Plowright had met her husband-to-be
Chichester Festival Theatre. Photograph by Alberto Arzoz.

of his art, never gave a thought to
physical danger. I’d shattered the idol but, far

Thorndike. She never sat in on a rehearsal

of my fellow actors one night as we sat in the

and Joan Plowright had probably been

dressing-room putting on our make-up. They bristled.

instructed by Dexter not to consult with her.

from him becoming lower in my estimation,
I venerated Laurence Olivier as much as
ever. I saw now that it was this vulnerability,

Roger Furse was designer for Arden’s

This was virtually a snub and I had hoped

this readiness to face up to his inner demons

play, and Arden exploded when he found

Olivier might pull him into line.

and grapple with them that might have been

out that, as these upwardly mobile con-men

a clue to that sense of imminent danger he

councillors, we would be wearing the scruffy

brought onto the stage with him.

After the first night, when we were having
drinks in the lobby, I mentioned to Lewis
Casson how Joan, who had been floundering
in the trial scene at rehearsals, had suddenly
come good. ‘Oh, as a matter of fact, Sybil
had a word with her about that’, he said.
When Sybil who, having seen a lot of
my work in Australia (including Hamlet and

caps and outfits typical of the 1930s. Hadn’t

A great actor and a great showman too.

Roger kept abreast of the time, he fumed. Of

When first I saw him in Richard III at the

course, these men must be dressed in well-

Princess Theatre in Melbourne I had been

tailored suits. The times they are a-changing.

primed by a movie clip of John Barrymore

Those costumes would have to be scrapped.
Just across the road was a pub, now

‘tearing a passion to tatters’ with ‘Now is the
winter of our discontent’. In Melbourne,
the curtain rose and, after a moment, this

the Australian première of Waiting for Godot

demolished, where some of the company

and was counted as a friend) came to tea at

might down a pint or two after the curtain

our flat in Fishbourne about a week later, she

came down. Occasionally, the hostess might

confirmed this: Joan had been at a loss how

rustle up a few sandwiches for ‘Sir’ if he

I?’ I was one of a few actors sitting at a table

to deal with that great speech in which Saint

happened to be too busy to have had a meal.

in a thorny wood’ did he seem to be troubled

outside the theatre sipping our drinks when

Joan recants her confession and tears it up,

Chatting with Roger Furse one night, I

and then, like a thunderbolt, he let fly:

Dexter threw this at us: ‘So smug and pleased

and Dexter had confused her by looking for

congratulated him on the décor in Olivier’s

‘Torment myself to catch the English crown.’

after the season was well under way, Diana

with yourselves because you’re working with

psychological complexities and motivations.

film of Henry V: what an inspired idea it was

He hit the roof. Thrilling.

told us that he had a touch of gout, and

Sir Laurence f-----g Olivier’.

At the last minute, she had turned to Sybil.

to evoke scenes from the mediaeval Book of

Another surprise was the toe-curling

Hours as backgrounds. ‘Oh, that wasn’t my

ingratiation of his speech after curtain call.

idea. It was Larry’s,’ he said.

Joan Plowright has said that his promiscuous

As to that shuffle, it may not have been
part of his act after all, I thought later when,

the company was not to let slip the news to

About a year later, when I was with the

‘I simply told her that the girl was

another. That done, on the instruction of the

the press who might seize on this to write

BBC Radio Rep, Max Adrian, who had been

affirming life, blazing with passion, nothing to

stage manager, Diana Boddington, we ranged

something about Olivier being a bit long in

touring with the National Theatre, told me

do with psychological nonsense’.
John Arden sat in at some rehearsals of

After I introduced my wife to Olivier,

Richard sidled from the wings onto the stage
and leant against the pros arch. Very, very
quietly he began to confide in us: ‘Now is the
winter…’ Only when he got to ‘I, like one lost

use of ‘darling’ and pet names and other
words of endearment might have been the

ourselves against the four walls, ready for the

the tooth to take on the burden of director of

that one night after a performance of Othello,

great man to make his entrance.

The National Theatre.

Dexter had called the company on stage to

his play The Workhouse Donkey. In his train

give some notes. ‘Those performances I saw

came his wife, Margaretta D’Arcy, and their

you give tonight were, without exception,

scruffy kids, the brood looking like travelling

bloody awful!

tinkers. I chatted with him occasionally and,

extraordinarily brave, but in his personal

during a rehearsal break, he told me that

life he had suffered the most appalling

affectionately, suggested to Lewis Casson that

I think Olivier may have needed to adopt
a persona for occasions such as this. It was his

The greatest pleasure of that season for me
would be watching the refresher rehearsals

innate shyness, part of his genius as well, to

for Uncle Vanya. Later, as a member of the

take an audience by surprise. Like me, many

company, I was able to see nine performances

‘And yes. I mean you too,’ he said

she later remarked on the blankness of the
gaze, a mask, a void waiting to be filled by
a role. The gamut of this man. He could be

reason why the unfounded rumour got about
that Olivier was bisexual. It was the sort
of talk that earned actors the soubriquet
of luvvies. At one refresher rehearsal of
Uncle Vanya, Olivier, very respectful and

of the actors must have been startled that

of that production, the finest I have ever

pointing a finger at Olivier. He had gone too

it would be a relief when he could put this

humiliations of Vivien Leigh and, for a while,

the actor who had played kings Harry V and

seen of any play: Olivier as Dr Astrov,

far. Olivier exploded.

episode in his career behind him. ‘I prefer

came back for more. I’ve heard enough about

he might perhaps put some powder on his

Richard III, made his entrance in a gait that

Michael Redgrave as Vanya, Rosemary

working with amateurs,’ he said. It was

that from the stories told me by actors who

bald pate to subdue the sheen on it: ‘Lewis,

was not far from being a shuffle.

Harris as Yelena, Joan Plowright as Sonya,

mischievous of me to relay that to some

knew him much better than I did.

darling…’, he began. 
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Dexter scorned the opportunity to ask the
advice of Shaw’s original Saint Joan, Sybil
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William Vincent Wallace and Australia
Andrew Lamb explores Australia’s links with Ireland’s greatest composer.

C

omposer of the once

and Windsor, but also in Maitland

highly popular opera

in the Hunter Valley, a steamer

Maritana, William

journey of some 100 miles north.

He reached New Orleans in 1842,

What then changed his perspective anew

in November 1860 and then—with civil

and the following year New York. There

was the operatic venture of Louisa Pyne and

war breaking out in America—took his

he was one of the early members of the

William Harrison, who produced English-

company over to Australia. Lurline was seen

Philharmonic Society, surviving comparison

language opera first in Britain and then,

in Melbourne in April 1861 and then, more

as violinist with the visiting Alexandre Artôt,

from 1854 to 1857, in America. Returning to

successfully, in Sydney in August 1861.

Ole Bull and Henri Vieuxtemps, while as

Britain with well-filled coffers, they ventured

Throughout the 1860s Lyster’s Grand Opera

pianist being mentioned in the same breath as

London operatic seasons that included new

Company continued to perform both Maritana

works by Balfe. When their success led in

and Lurline in Australia.

Franz Liszt and Sigismond Thalberg.
Not until 1845 did Wallace make his

1858 to Covent Garden, Wallace returned

Lyster, though, was responsible not only

Vincent Wallace was born in

Alas, Wallace’s departure

Waterford, Ireland, 200 years

from Sydney was ignominious—

London début, but before the

for confirming the popularity

ago on 11 March 1812.

apparently fleeing creditors after

year was out he had enjoyed

of Maritana in Australia, but

a failed piano-importing venture,

the greatest success of his

also for distinctly suspect claims

travelled for some four years in

leaving behind his wife and their

life with the opera Maritana.

for the work’s Australian links.

South and Central America and

young son.

Numbers such as ‘’Tis The

His first Sydney season in 1861

Harp In The Air’, ‘Alas Those

included the claim that ‘The
greater part of the Opera of

Raised in Ireland, he later

the Caribbean as a piano and

His immediate movements

violin virtuoso, composed his

thereafter are surrounded with

Chimes’, ‘Yes! Let Me Like

most celebrated stage works for

legend. Supposedly he revisited

A Soldier Fall’, ‘In Happy

London, lived for several years in

Tasmania, joined a whaling

Moments Day By Day’, ‘There

America, and died in the French

expedition, narrowly escaped

Is A Flower That Bloometh’

Pyrenees. Yet his links with

death from savages before being

and ‘Scenes That Are Brightest’

Australia are perhaps as strong as

indulged by dusky maidens in

enjoyed huge popularity, and

with anywhere.

New Zealand, and then went

for three-quarters of a century

tiger-hunting in India. The most

Maritana would endure alongside

seeking a new life and better

elaborately orchestrated account

M.W.Balfe’s The Bohemian Girl

prospects, he sailed for Tasmania

of his supposed adventures in

and Julius Benedict’s The Lily

with his wife and young son in

New Zealand was left us by none

of Killarney as parts of what

July 1835, arriving on 31 October

other than Hector Berlioz, with

in Hobart, where his cousin

whom Wallace became close friends.

Thomas Beecham facetiously

Following many Irish folk

Mary Logan (née Ellard) was

The most likely explanation

already established as a pianist.

for these fanciful tales is the

For some two months

clandestine nature of Wallace’s

Wallace remained in Tasmania,
performing for social events as
well as giving two public concerts at Hobart’s
Argyle Rooms. Then he moved on to New

departure from Australia. In
William Vincent Wallace.
Photograph by Mathew Brady.

reality there can have been
no such adventures. Wallace did not sail
westwards to India, but eastwards via New

South Wales. Another cousin, Francis Ellard,

Zealand’s Bay of Islands to Valparaiso in

had a music warehouse in Sydney, and the

Chile. Newspapers record him leaving Sydney

governor there, Sir Richard Bourke, was
himself an Irishman.
In Sydney, Wallace and family were

in Adelaide in 1851, while Eliza eventually
settled as a singing teacher in Sydney and
died in Darlinghurst in 1878, aged 58.
William Vincent Wallace himself

on 11 February 1838 and giving a concert
in Valparaiso on 3 June 1838. There was no
time then for any whaling expedition, any

joined by his father Spencer, brother

remained in New South Wales for two years.

stay in New Zealand, or any tiger-hunting

Wellington, and sister Eliza. Spencer settled

With his family he ran Sydney’s first music

expedition in India either then or later.

in Sydney with his second wife and young

school in Bridge Street. He also performed

Wallace’s real adventures in South America

to distinction…’. From there
seems to have grown the legend
of Maritana’s strong Australian
links, two further elements
being traceable back to Annie
de Meurant, Wallace’s niece
by marriage, who wrote a
romanticised biography of him.
The first of these was that ‘Alas
Those Chimes’ was inspired by
the bells of St Mary’s Church,

Sydney saw Maritana in 1849 and

Sydney, the second that ‘Scenes

its much less successful successor
Matilda of Hungary in 1850. By
then, alas, the background for new English
opera productions in London had gone into

That Are Brightest’ was inspired
Don Caesar de Bazan, the hero of Maritana,
from the painting by Célestin François Nanteuil.

in 1848) and the less ambitious The Maid of

to Britain. Lurline finally reached the Covent

Zurich failed to achieve their production. In

Garden stage in February 1860, proving a

September 1849 Wallace crossed the Atlantic

popular draw over three seasons.

anew, taking with him the libretto of yet
another opera, The Amber Witch.
Although he may have become
disenchanted with operatic prospects in
Britain, a stronger reason for spending

for social events—notably at Government
House—and gave several concerts at the

apparently crossed the Andes, he failed to

American citizenship, may have been his

in Australia—the latter to bass singer and

Royal Hotel in George Street or the adjoining

get a ship from Buenos Aires because of the

liaison with the young pianist Hélène Stoepel.

ex-convict John Bushelle, whose death in

Theatre Royal, electrifying audiences with his

French blockade there. After returning to

Although never divorced from his first wife,

by the view of the Derwent
Valley from the veranda of the Bush Inn, New
Norfolk, Tasmania.

reverse. Lurline (composed for Covent Garden

most of the 1850s in America, and taking

57. Both Wellington and Eliza would marry

where the composer first rose

termed ‘the English Ring’.

were remarkable enough, though. Having

children and would die there in 1846, aged

Maritana was written in Sydney,

Such indeed was the success of Pyne and
Harrison at Covent Garden that 1860–61
saw a rival venture at Her Majesty’s Theatre,
where Wallace’s ambitious Meyerbeerinfluenced The Amber Witch was produced.

This supposed Tasmanian inspiration
had by 1933 become ‘established fact’ for a
correspondent of Hobart’s The Mercury, while
others argued it with missionary zeal. It was
encouraged by soprano Nellie Melba singing
‘Scenes That Are Brightest’ at the Bush Inn
in 1924, and by the Australian Broadcasting
Company transmitting a performance of

Two further less successful operas followed—

Maritana from the inn on 29 June 1932, with

Love’s Triumph, a French-style opéra-comique,

Lila Harvey in the title role and Charles Clay

and The Desert Flower, set in the South

as Don Caesar.

American jungle. By then, though, not only

To this day there hangs over the fireplace of

were the financial resources of Pyne and

the inn’s dining-room a showcase containing two

performances on both piano and violin. He

Chile, his progress can be tracked northwards

who lived on in Ireland until 1900, Wallace

Harrison virtually exhausted, but so was

16-inch 33rpm transcription discs of a further

widow with two sons at the age of only 23.

had early compositions published in Sydney,

through Peru (1839), across the isthmus of

settled in America with Hélène as his ‘wife’

Wallace’s health. He was moved to Paris

broadcast, sponsored by the Vacuum Oil Company

Although both Wellington and Eliza sailed

and fathered two further sons.

and then the Pyrenees, where he died on

and transmitted on 31 December 1946, with

12 October 1865, aged 53.

Glenda Raymond as Maritana and John Lanigan

1843 while on tour in Tasmania left Eliza a

and with other members of the family he

Panama, by sea to Cuba (1839–40), and

back to Europe during the 1840s (Eliza

took part in the city’s first grand oratorio

then Mexico. In Mexico City he composed

spending much of the 1850s with her brother

concert at St Mary’s Church (later Cathedral)

movements for a mass on Christmas Eve

and new opera productions temporarily out

in America), both returned subsequently

in September 1836. He also gave concerts

1840, and he directed the orchestra for the

of the question, he earned his living primarily

onto Australian stages. W.S.Lyster gave its

including dialogue, preserves the atmosphere

to Australia. Wellington was last heard of

further afield—not only nearby in Parramatta

1841–42 opera season.

from a large output of piano pieces and songs.

first American production in San Francisco

of Maritana in stage performance.
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With illness curbing his ability as performer,
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Meanwhile Lurline had followed Maritana

as Don Caesar —a performance that, by
*
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Any suggestion that Maritana as a whole
originated in Australia is, alas, patent

A night to remember

nonsense. Neither Edward Fitzball’s libretto
nor the French play on which it was based
was created until some five years after Wallace

I

left Australia. Moreover a rival claim for the
inspiration for ‘Alas Those Chimes’ comes
from the bells of the convent in Thurles,
Ireland, where Wallace was for a time organist,

Maritana came to Wallace in Australia or were
inspired by memories of the country. He

look forward to continuing our association

Also, we are pleased and excited to
a project to give Melbourne residents and

and to helping perpetuate John Truscott’s
prodigious passion, talent and achievements.
For further information on the Foundation

many achievements and initiatives since its

visitors an awareness and understanding of

please contact Martin Carlson at

inception in 1994. These include support

this city’s rich theatre history.

martin.carlson@bigpond.com 

n

Green Room Awards, the publication of

then to have difficulty repeating the fluency in

Vicki Fairfax’s book A Place Across the River,

subsequent works. In Wallace’s case we have

the A Place in the City Awards, Sculpture in

the testimony of librettist Fitzball to having

the Bush and Sculpture by the Sea and, we

written the words of ‘’Tis The Harp In The

gratefully acknowledge, Theatre Heritage

Air’ to a melody that Wallace played him on

Australia Inc.

their first meeting.

The Foundation has also established a

The view of the Derwent Valley from the

Travel Grant program for young designers
The Bush Inn, New Norfolk, Tasmania. Image: THA

and, in 2009, the John Truscott Design Circle,
a collective of emerging designers who meet

not only a local legend but also a Maritana

Symphony Orchestra, and in 2000 he

to explore design trends and potential links

performing tradition that survived longer

included excerpts from Maritana, Lurline,

creative links with community and civic projects.

in Australia than elsewhere. It is indeed

The Amber Witch and Love’s Triumph in a CD

substantially due to Australian artists that

recital by Australian soprano Deborah Riedel

Carlson oam, outlined a wish list of future

Wallace’s name and music have not only

for the Melba label. Most particularly, in

aims and objectives. These include the growth

survived but have recently enjoyed something

2009 he conducted a recording of Wallace’s

of Truscott Design Circle, the creation of a

Martin Carlson oam presents a certificate of appreciation to Stuart Purves, whose Australian

of a revival.

Lurline with Australian singers Fiona James,

‘Truscott Work Room’ for students in the arts,

Galleries in Derby Street, Collingwood, hosted the event. The painting in the background, Nick

Bernadette Cullen and Paul Ferris in the cast.

the continuation of the Place in the City

Howson’s ‘The Third Horseman’, is a feature of Howson’s Icons series.

Already, in 1931, some 40 minutes of
excerpts from Maritana had been recorded
on 78rpm discs in Britain, with Australian
mezzo-soprano Clara Serena in the role of

Love’s Triumph. In addition he has been an

Lazarillo. These classic recordings are now

occasional piano partner in five CDs of

available once more on CD.

Wallace’s piano music by Australian pianist

transcription discs at the Bush Inn, New
Norfolk, on 18 October 1950 was then
attended by a young soprano who had won
the £1000 first prize in the 1950 Mobil
Quest. Her name was Joan Sutherland, and
her subsequent fame as the outstanding
soprano of her time embraced a 1963
recording of ‘Scenes That Are Brightest’, with

The Foundation’s president, Martin

More recently he has also conducted
orchestral preludes to The Amber Witch and

The unveiling of that showcase of

Rosemary Tuck. A further CD of him
accompanying soprano Sally Silver in Wallace
songs was released in 2011.
If claims for Maritana’s indebtedness
to Australia have been exaggerated, the
John Truscott Design Foundation Inc.

importance of Australia for kick-starting

PO Box 69, East Melbourne,Victoria 3003

Wallace’s career and keeping his name

email: martin.carlson@bigpond.com

and music alive in his bicentenary year can

The Foundation is listed on the

scarcely be overstated.

Register of Cultural Organisation

her husband Richard Bonynge conducting

Andrew Lamb’s book William Vincent Wallace—

the London Symphony Orchestra

Composer, Virtuoso and Adventurer was published

Bonynge has continued to commit

and donations are tax deductable.

by Fullers Wood Press in January 2012. It can

A portrait of John Truscott looks over the shoulder of designer Marco Gjergja as he relates his
experiences as the recipient of the first John Truscott Design Foundation Travel Award in 2005.

Australia, 1870. Caricature by Charles

Wallace’s music to disc. In 1965 he recorded

be obtained by sending £25 via PayPal to

Lascelles. Image: National Library of Australia

the overture to Maritana with the London

andrewmlamb@gmail.com 
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the Foundation on 18 remarkable years. We

of design in everyday living.

College, St Martin’s Youth Arts Centre, the

a fund of ideas accrued over some years and

Royal Italian and English Opera Company,

that enhance public appreciation of the role

Design Foundation invited a 100 or so of

announce that the Foundation is developing

Theatre Heritage Australia Inc. congratulates

for the Arthur Boyd tapestries at Newman

would be far from the only composer to tap

Lucy Escott as Maritana, Lyster and Smith’s

back. On 28 March the John Truscott

The event highlighted the Foundation’s

possibility that some of the melodies of

1946 transcription discs are a reminder of

awards, and support for City or State projects

Purves’ Australian Galleries in Collingwood.

Yet one cannot completely dismiss the

obscured by later building. However, those

t was a night to look forward as well as

its supporters to a night of celebration at Stuart

and where he encountered his first wife.

Bush Inn, New Norfolk, Tasmania, is now

News from the John Truscott Design Foundation Inc.

n

Marco has recently become a Trustee of the Truscott Foundation.
Autumn 2012
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Exeunt

John Berrett
1952–14.3.2012
Stage lighting expert John Maxwell Berrett—
better known as Beryl—has died following a
heart attack.
Barrett was engaged as a casual lighting
operator with the Australian Ballet in 1977
and began full time employment in early
1979. He left in 1982, working for several years
in the UK, mostly at London’s Coliseum, home

John Berrett

Dori Dragon Bicchierai

Joan Bilceaux

Carl Bleazby

of the English National Opera.
Barrett returned to the Australian Ballet
in 1987 as head electrician. Following Frank
Croese’s retirement in 2007 he became
master electrician, a role he held at the time
of his death. His expertise was employed in
the recreation of lighting designs by earlier
practitioners such as the late Bill Akers. He also
created the lighting for several recent productions.
Australian Ballet artistic director David

(2007–8), production manager at Union House

Len Barnard jazz band. She and Jones married

Theatre (2008–09), production manager for

in 1958, and she ‘retired’ soon after. They

Token Events (2009), lighting designer for

divorced in 1983.

Women’s Circus’ Herstory, technical co-ordinator
for Melbourne International Arts Festival
(2009), production manager – Dance at the

national tour of Driving Miss Daisy.
Her 2011 projects included project
management for Company Miji’s Reliquary,
production management and lighting for
Tony Yap Company’s Eulogy for the Living
and Karen Martin’s Rendition of the Soul, and
lighting design for Women’s Circus’ Ladies
Prefer Brunettes for 2011 Midsumma Festival.
Dori is survived by her partner, arts
administrator Sheah Sutton.

McAllister described ‘Beryl’ as ‘a kind, gentle,
Judith Cobb

Elizabeth Connell

Hector Cosmas

Bill Jeffrey

M

funny, talented and unique individual’.
He added: ‘There was no length that he
wouldn’t go to make sure “the show went
on”. He touched many lives and lit countless

Joan Bilceaux
4.2.1930–6.3.2012

shows, and will be sorely missed by all those

Singer, mannequin and TV personality Joan

who knew him. He was passionate about his

Bilceaux has died of kidney failure. She was 82.

work and making our performances look the

Born in Croydon, Victoria, Joan was the
daughter of local film-maker David Bilcock

very best he could.’

and his wife, Jean. Joan was a promising
M

singer and in her teens featured with an
entertainment group called the Croydon

Jimmy Little ao

Vince Lovegrove

Betty McQuade

Bruce Morrow

Dori (Doriana) Dragon
Bicchierai

Merrymakers. When she was 21 her father

5.4.1964–24.8.2011

ambitious film musical which he produced.

The sudden death of Dori Bicchierai has
ended her 20-year career as a lighting
designer, technician and production manager.
Dori’s background was in circus,
dance and physical theatre, community
and multicultural arts. She was at her best
working in site-specific environments ‘Where,’
Marc Psaila

Renée Scott

Peggy St Leon

she said, ‘art rather than money dictated
the most effective strategy for creating a
stimulating and exciting experience for
performers and punters alike.’
Dori worked and toured nationally and
internationally with numerous performers,
companies, venues and events, including
Flying Fruit Fly Circus, Back to Back
Theatre, Yumi Umiumare, Handspan, Circus
Oz, Judith Lucy, Rove McManus, Moomba,

Ian Turpie

Margaret Whitlam ao

Ross Noble, Big Day Out and Snuff Puppets.
In her busy and varied career, she was
operations manager at Gasworks Arts Park
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art department, and dealt in antiques.

gave her a starring role in Night Club, an

25.2.1961–26.1.2012
Brilliant designer, painter and teacher Judith
Cobb has died of cancer in Melbourne, aged 51.

M

technical stage manager for the Melbourne
production manager for Hit Productions’ 2010

Judith Cobb

Joan later worked in Crawford Productions’

Victorian College of the Arts (2010), and
Comedy Festival (2010-11). She was also

M

In 1982, after she graduated with the
Diploma of Arts (Fashion) with Distinction

Carl Bleazby

from RMIT University, Judith trained in set

16.2.1916–30.12.2011

design at the Melbourne Theatre Company.

Melbourne-born Carl Bleazby was educated
at Melbourne Grammar School. He studied
drama and voice production, and played with

She was an MTC resident designer from
1983 to 1987. Her MTC credits included
Ray’s Tempest, Closer, Shark Fin Soup, Macbeth,
The Respectable Wedding, God’s Best Country,

the Gregan McMahon Players in 1936. He

Top End, St James Infirmary, Salonika, A Lie of

joined the announcing staff of 3XY in March

the Mind, Some Night in Julia Creek, The Levine

1937, and was one of the first of Melbourne’s

Comedy, The Celebrated, Nine Little Australians,

radio men to enlist on the outbreak of war.

Candida, The Christian Brothers, Buffaloes Can’t

He served with the AIF in the Middle East

Fly and the costume designs for As You Like It,

for two-and-a-half years, rising to the rank of

Romeo and Juliet, Reservoir by Night, I Hate Hamlet

captain, but when his radio background was

and The Changeling. Judith also designed the

discovered he was appointed AIF Radio Reporter

costumes for the MTC’s Frost Nixon in 2008.

by General Sir Thomas Blamey, broadcasting

After 1988 Judith worked consistently as

from Jerusalem Radio for eight months.
Bleazby was demobilised in August 1945
with the rank of captain. He returned to 3XY,
announcing and acting in radio serials such as
Coronets of England and David’s Children.
His acting skills led to appearances for

a freelance set and costume designer, most
notably for Playbox/Malthouse, for whom she
designed Sex Diary of an Infidel, Jerusalem, Waking
Eve, The Temple, Underwear, Perfume and Crash
Helmet, Pacific Union, A Return to the Brink, Crazy
Brave, The Simple Truth and The Piccadilly Bushman.
For Hit Productions she designed national

J.C.Williamson’s in Pommy (1954), Reluctant

touring productions of Love Child, Hotel

Heroes (1955) and Charley’s Aunt (1955), for

Sorrento, Barmaids, Girl Talk, Speaking In Tongues,

Garnet H. Carroll in Auntie Mame (1959) and

Talking Heads, The Last of the Red Hot Lovers and

Lock Up Your Daughters (1961), and for the

costume designs for Daylight Savings.
Judith’s other commissions included The

Her co-stars were comedians Joff Ellen and

National Theatre in The New Moon (1963). He

Joey Porter. Sadly, it was a box-office disaster.

appeared frequently at St Martin’s in South

Threepenny Opera (QTC), Jerusalem (STC),

Yarra, and in early UTRC/MTC productions

White Baptist Abba Fan (Performing Lines),

Flinders Street clothing manufacturer. This soon

such as Ross (1962) and Richard II (1963).

Popcorn (Picture This), Gypsy (The Production

led to modelling jobs, then to full time work as

He later toured extensively in productions

Company), Joining the Chorus (Education

a mannequin and photographic model. As her

of Flexitime (1980), Habeus Corpus (1981) and

popularity grew, Joan strategically adjusted the

Travelling North (1983).

Joan then settled for an office job with a

spelling of her surname She eventually became
president of the Mannequins’ Association and
was 1955’s Mannequin of the Year.
Joan developed a parallel career as a
jazz and blues singer with bands such as the
Steamboat Stompers; ‘Basin Street Blues’

Bleazby’s appearance in countless TV
dramas included Seagulls Over Sorrento, The
Caine Mutiny Court Martial, Consider Your Verdict,
Hunter, Division 4, Homicide, Ryan, Matlock Police,
Power Without Glory, Skyways, Prisoner, Sons and

Victoria), Queen Kat, Carmel and St Jude Get a
Life (St Martin’s), The House That Jack Built
(La Mama) and Talley’s Folly and The Hundred
Year Ambush (Victorian Arts Centre). She also
designed Barry Humphries’ The Life and Death
of Sandy Stone for Hocking & Woods at the
Athenaeum in 1990.
In 1996 Judith returned to study,

became her signature tune. She was also in

Daughters and The Flying Doctors, but he will

successfully completing her BA Honours

demand as a support act for imported stars

be best remembered as the crusty farmer

in Painting from RMIT University. She

such as Louis Armstrong and Bob Hope.

Colonel Jim Emerson in Bellbird (1967–1977).

graduated in 2003 with the MA in Fine Art

His final role was in 1990 in Home and Away.

(Painting) from RMIT University.

When television was launched in 1956,
Joan was in the original line up of Channel
Seven’s immensely popular Hit Parade. Its
director, Ian Jones, then created Blues Studio One
as a showcase for her talents, backed by the
Autumn 2012

He also appeared in films Country Town (the movie
spin-off from Bellbird) and Annie’s Coming Out.
Bleazby died peacefully at a nursing home
at Killara, New South Wales. He was 95.

Judith lectured extensively in fashion,
costume and set design. She taught Fashion
Design and Drawing at the Melbourne
School of Fashion and most recently was

*
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Although he was best known for his

lecturer in design at the School of Production

former prison colony on Robben Island on

at the Victorian College of the Arts.

the 10th anniversary of the end of apartheid

prowess with the violin, particularly his

earned him the nicknames of the Balladeer,

Kennedy in 2005 in the film Jimmy Little’s

in her native South Africa.

taxim (improvisations), Cosmas was also

Gentleman Jim, and the Honey Voice.

Gentle Journey. One of Little’s children is

In a tribute in The Age, playwright
Michael Gurr (many of whose plays Judith

Connell emigrated to Australia in 2010,

skilful on the baglama, the tiny bouzouki-like

and American country singer Jim Reeves,

His first single, ‘Mysteries Of

Little’s life was chronicled by Sean

documentary film-maker and author Frances

designed) wrote: ‘Her work with playwrights

but made her final appearance in the UK,

instrument most identified with rembetika,

and directors always improved their take

Life’/‘Heartbreak Waltz’ was released in

Peters-Little. Soprano, writer and composer

performing a solo recital in Hastings in

as well as the tzouras, the kanoun and the

Deborah Cheetham is his niece.

on what theatre was meant to achieve. Her

November 2011.

santour. His reintroduction of neglected

1956, but his first hit did not come until

costume designs defined and freed the actors

Elizabeth Connell died from cancer in

she dressed. Her designs live in records and

Richmond-upon-Thames, UK. Her marriage

of his most significant achievements. He

memories, the paintings on the walls they

to baritone Robert Eddie was dissolved.

recorded seven CDs and contributed to

found their way to. And in the hundreds of

the soundtrack of My Sweet Canary, a 2011

students who got her wisdom and generosity

M

at the Victorian College of the Arts and RMIT,
stay her acuity and unerring eye. And through
them, others will unwittingly get it too.’
M

Elizabeth Connell
22.10.1946–2012
Born in Port Elizabeth, South Africa to
émigré parents (her father a Yorkshireman,
her mother from Northern Ireland) Elizabeth
Connell’s first ambition was to be a pianist,
but it was as a singer—initially as a mezzo,
later as a soprano—that she gained fame.
Connell studied music at the University of
Witwatersrand in Johannesburg before gaining
a scholarship to the London Opera Centre in
London in 1970. She made her professional
début in Katya Kabanova at the Wexford Festival
in 1972. The same year she sang in Tannhäuser
for the Chelsea Opera Group.
In 1973 she sang Princess Marya in
Prokofiev’s War and Peace, the inaugural
production at the Sydney Opera House.
It was the start of her long and fruitful
relationship with Opera Australia which
included appearances in The Barber of Seville,
Macbeth, Fidelio, Boris Godunov, Medea, Fidelio,
Norma, Nabucco, Lohengrin, Jenufa, Ariadne auf Naxos,
Aïda, Turandot and A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Connell débuted with English National

Hector Cosmas
Melbourne-born violinist Hector Cosmas,
who spent the past 15 years in Greece
establishing himself as one of the finest

Bill’s first ‘real job’ was at The Age,

Vincent Lovegrove
19.3.1948–24.3.2012

26.8.1941–26.11.2012
Born in Paisley, Scotland, into a family of
entertainers, Betty McQuade emigrated to
Brisbane at the age of eight. She won a talent
quest in 1955 and for the next five years
she sang at many Brisbane clubs and at the
famous Cloudland ballroom, while developing
a tough R&B style reminiscent of Wanda

the Billy Graham evangelical feature film

Music pioneer and AIDS activist Vincent

Jackson. She performed on local TV and

Shadow of the Boomerang. In 1989 he made his

James Lovegrove died when his Volkswagen

appeared with Col Joye and Johnny O’Keefe

theatre début in Michelle Harrison’s Black

Kombi left the road and rolled near the town

at Brisbane’s Festival Hall.

Cockatoos at Belvoir Street Downstairs, and

of Federal, inland from Byron Bay, New

in Andrew Schultz’s opera Black River.
In 1992 Little performed in the Tamworth
on Parade and Kings of Country roadshows.
He released his fourteenth album, Yorta Yorta

South Wales.
AIDS had claimed Lovegrove’s second

In 1960, seeking further success, Betty
moved to Melbourne. Here she joined The
Thunderbirds as a replacement for Judy

wife, actress Suzi Sidewinder, in 1987, and his

Cannon. After developing substantial public

son, Troy, in 1993. He told their stories in two

support, she was selected by Astor Records to

documentaries, Suzi’s Story and A Kid Called Troy,

vanguard their new policy of signing talented

and became well known as an anti-AIDS activist.

Australian artists. Her first single was a cover

where he progressed from proof reading to

musical theory at age seven. His extraordinary

sub-editing. But his first love was always the

Man, in 1994. His 1999 album Messenger, a

talent was evident, even in his early days in

stage—of which he had an encyclopaedic

collection of contemporary songs, sold more

the Carey Baptist Grammar School orchestra.

knowledge. In the 1970s he worked in stage

than 20 000 copies.

After graduating, he studied classical music at

management for the Melbourne Theatre

Melbourne University, but was increasingly

Company at both the Russell Street and St

music students at the Eora Centre in Redfern,

drawn to his Greek musical roots, particularly

Martin’s theatres. He also spent some time as

NSW, from 1985 and was an ambassador for

Smyrnaika, the music of Asia Minor, where

‘a gentleman’s gentleman’, housekeeping for

literacy and numeracy for the Department

There he had a brief career as a solo

his family originated.

the late Frank Thring.

of Education from 2002. His teaching and

recording artist and commenced writing

She was featured at Brisbane and Gold Coast

community work earned him the title of

on popular music for Go-Set magazine. He

cabarets and night clubs, and expanded her

NAIDOC Aboriginal of the Year in 1989.

compered the local TV show The Move, started

repertoire to include evergreens and ballads

a talent agency called Jovan, and produced the

to complement her rock’n’roll staples.

In 1989, he joined Apodimi Compania, a

In 1993 Bill joined newly-established

group of Greek-Australian music enthusiasts

radio Joy 94.9 as a volunteer. He began

at Melbourne University. The band was

broadcasting in 1995 on the magazine-style

instrumental in the rebirth of rembetika in

entertainment program Pot-Pourri. At the time

Australia in the 1990s and their legendary

of his death he was involved with the programs

Friday and Sunday night performances at

Behind the Scenes and Been There, Done That. He

Brunswick’s Retreat Hotel are still remembered.
After the founding members moved to
Greece in 1994, Cosmas formed the local
band Rembetiki, continuing popular gigs at

was made a life member of Joy in 2010.
Bill also devoted time to several other
community organisations, including ALSO,
Midsumma and Pride March.

the Retreat for three years. He performed at
M

music festivals around Australia, including

Brunswick Music Festival, WOMADelaide
and the Antipodes Festival.
At age 30 Cosmas headed to Athens to

Little taught and mentored indigenous

In 1994 he was inducted into Tamworth’s

career in the major European houses, and

musician, singer, songwriter and guitarist that

went on to make her Metropolitan Opera

of Athens and at festivals around Greece

spanned six decades.

début in 1985.

and Europe, and recorded and played with

A member of the Yorta Yorta people, Little

some of the music’s leading contemporary

grew up on the Cummeragunja Mission on the

performers. He also fostered a unique

Murray River in New South Wales. In 1955

Teen Scene, The Go!! Show and In Melbourne

who later introduced Scott to the other

Tonight with Graham Kennedy. She went on

members of AC/DC.

to record for the Go!! label and join another

Lovegrove moved to Adelaide in 1970.

local group, the Premiers.
Betty returned to Queensland in 1966.

honour an Australian country music artist
can achieve. He was inducted into the ARIA

as an on-air reporter for A Current Affair.

Days of Rock’n’Roll. She headlined the video

Hall of Fame in 1999 and in 2002 won the

He produced The Don Lane Show in 1978.

Rockin’ at the Arcadia. In more recent years

Golden Gospel Award for his lifetime support
of Australian spiritual music.
In 2004 Little was appointed an Officer
of the Order of Australia and named a

doctorates in music in recognition of ‘their

Australian music scene, with a career as a

led to appearances on TV in Six O’Clock Rock,

Scott as his co-lead vocalist. It was Lovegrove

in rock revival concerts such as The Happy

1.3.1937–2.4.2012

regularly in the celebrated rembetika clubs

achieved Top Ten status in most states and

Perth-based group The Valentines, with Bon

After he moved to Melbourne he worked

Peter Sculthorpe were awarded honorary

Little was the main Aboriginal star on the

of John D. Loudermilk’s ‘Midnight Bus’; it

Western Australia. In 1966 he formed the

Country Music Roll of Renown, the highest

Jimmy Little AO
For many years James Oswald ‘Jimmy’

Lovegrove was born in Fremantle,

TV documentary Australian Music to the World.

Living National Treasure. He and composer

learn from the masters of his craft. He played

joint contribution to reconciliation between
indigenous and non-indigenous Australians’.

As manager of ’80s rockers The Divinyls,

During the 1980s Betty started to appear

she was a guest on numerous radio and

he was instrumental in the band’s

television shows. In 2002 she was featured in

international success. He later worked in

Johnny Chester’s Rock-n-Roll Reunion at Crown

Europe as Jimmy Barnes’s tour manager.

Showroom and in 2007 she toured with

Lovegrove wrote two books: an
adaptation of A Kid Called Troy (1993) and
Michael Hutchence (1999). Lovegrove also

Bobby Rydell and the Allstars.
A gutsy trailblazer for women in Australian
rock, Betty died in Brisbane after a long illness.

worked as a music journalist, most recently
via his web blog, MusicTrackBack. At the
time of his death he was about to start

That same year he was diagnosed with kidney

working as a journalist at Lismore’s (NSW)

failure. He received a kidney transplant,

Morning Star.

M

Bruce Morrow

Music promoter Michael Chugg said:

21.6.1928–21.3.2012

Jimmy Little Foundation to help indigenous

‘Vince was a great all-round good bloke and

Although he spent most of his professional life

Australians suffering from kidney disease.

battled many adversities in a colourful life. He

in the world of dance, Bruce Morrow was a man

always put his neck on the line for Australian

of amazingly diverse talents and interests.
A member of a Melbourne musical family—
his grandfather played the flute for Melba *

an experience that led him to launch the

In 2010 Little received the APRA Ted

Olympics in 2000, and before an audience

connection between the music scene in

he left for Sydney to pursue his country music.

Albert Award for Outstanding Services to

music. He will be missed by many people

that included Nelson Mandela in Fidelio in the

Greece and Australia.

His mellow style, influenced by Nat King Cole

Australian Music.

whose lives he touched.’
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Betty McQuade

Cosmas began studying the violin and

Richard Strauss. She had a well-established

Later high-profile appearances included

Little made his acting début in 1960 in

Night Cries —A Rural Tragedy. He was also seen

theatre identity Bill Jeffrey. He was 64.

National Folk Festival (Canberra), the

the opening ceremony of the Sydney

him Australian Pop Star of the Year.

1948–23.2.2012

rembetika, died while competing in a squash
tournament in Athens. He was 45.

following year Everybody’s magazine named

appeared in Tracey Moffatt’s short film The

exponents of the musical tradition known as

M

number one hit with ‘Royal Telephone’. The

Bill Jeffrey
A degenerative illness has claimed Melbourne

She made her Bayreuth début in 1980.

admired in the operas of Wagner, Verdi and

M

3.7.1966–8.3.2012

Opera in 1975 and the Royal Opera in 1976.
At the age of 36 Connell moved from

musical documentary about rembetika legend
Roza Eskenazi.

Port Fairy, Kuranda (Queensland), the

mezzo to soprano roles, becoming particularly

music from 1920–1935 was considered one

‘Danny Boy’ in 1959. In 1963 Little scored a

M
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—Morrow initially trained for a career in

qualities were always evident. ‘His talent

that I could look as gorgeous,’ she told Alan

metalwork. At the same time he developed

was prodigious, but he also exuded a great

Mayberry in an interview.

skills as a dancer, first in ballroom and

generosity of spirit. He was kind and generous

At age 21 Renée went to Sydney but it

Eventually the circus’s fortunes began to

fronting not only The New Price is Right, but

Sydney Symphony and now chief executive

recover and Peggy’s riding became a feature

also Press Your Luck and Supermarket Sweep. In

of the Melbourne Recital Centre. ‘She would

of the program. Peggy and the eldest of her

the 1990s Turpie’s bizarre contributions

be at every new production and had a really

to Roy and HG’s Club Buggery on ABC–TV

strong love for music.’

then in ballet, under the tutelage of Xenia

and helpful to everyone. He exemplified what

was when she returned to Melbourne that she

siblings, Joe and Stella, performed as the Riding

Borovansky. In 1949 he was a foundation

you could call old-fashioned goodness.’

rang the producers of Sammy Lee’s Les Girls

St Leons; by the 1940s Peggy was Australia’s

rewarded him with cult status. His most recent

In 2003 Margaret and Gough performed

and asked for a job. ‘I must have been naïve

outstanding circus equestrian acrobat.

TV work was for SBS in Pizza (2007), Swift and

the balcony scene from Romeo and Juliet at the

Shift Couriers (2011) and Housos (2011).

launch of an exhibition of rare texts at the

member of the National Theatre Ballet
Company. The following year he was in the
company that premièred the ground-breaking
Corroboree ballet, choreographed by Rex Reid
to John Antill’s music.

Marc later taught at the National for

or arrogant,’ she said. ‘Getting into their show

Australia in Sydney.

at Olivia’s in 1973 was the greatest thing that

to close. Peggy joined the Women’s Land Army,

ever happened to me.’

weeding, harrowing and planting asparagus.

Over his all-too-short career as an arts
administrator, Marc worked in Sydney at

From the National, Morrow moved to
the Borovansky Ballet as a soloist. In 1954 he
rejoined the National, dancing in the royal
gala performance of The Tales of Hoffmann
at the Princess in 1954 and later in several
ballets created for ABC–TV. Morrow’s
next ballet commitment was teaching and
choreographing for the Mildura Ballet Guild.
This led to similar engagements at country
centres such as Robinvale, Kerang and Swan
Hill. Morrow went on to found his own
school at Croydon, and to teach part time at
the National Theatre Ballet School. In 1971
he joined the teaching staff at the Australian
Ballet School; he stayed there until his
‘retirement’ 15 years later.
Morrow took the opportunity to explore
some of his other interests: metal sculpture,
caricatures, drawing, helping backstage

their riding act and joined Wirth’s, Australia’s

house manager, then as a casting agent at

dance partner Graham Pengilly. It became

largest circus. The act expanded as younger

Faith Martin & Associates. He was company

her signature piece.

siblings Jack and Leo joined the troupe, which

manager on the production of The Graduate
for the Really Useful Company in 2001 and
company and stage manager for The Mystery
of Charles Dickens with Simon Callow, which
played at the Athenaeum for the 2002
Melbourne Arts Festival. From 2003 to 2009
Marc was Serena Hill’s casting associate at
The Sydney Theatre Company.
In 2010 Marc returned to Melbourne.
At the time of his sudden death he was
company manager at Malthouse Theatre.
‘Marc knew everyone in the industry,’ said
actor Mitchell Butel. ‘He was loved by every
actor, actress, director, writer, theatre maker
and theatre lover he knew in Sydney and

photography and film-making. His films of

was ever-helpful, ever-hilarious, ever-kind.’
Malthouse artistic director Marion Potts

ballet photographs are now in the national

added: ‘Marc was a great colleague because of

collection. He also wrote, illustrated and

his many fine attributes as a human being. Our

published For Ballet Beginners, an engaging

profession relies heavily on the relationships we

book designed to introduce youngsters to the

build and Marc had the generosity, sensitivity

world of dance.

and the people skills to deal with the full spectrum

In more recent years Morrow developed

of eccentricity that inhabits a theatre company.

an interest in pottery, opening the Whitehill

He was enormously loved and will therefore be

Gallery at Red Hill where he displayed his

enormously missed.’

Morrow, who died from cancer, is survived

Tivoli. All three of the Morrows’ children, Carl,
Rebecca and Wendy, enjoyed notable dance
careers. Carl passed away in 2000.

M

Renée Scott
11.1.1951–25.3.2012
Melbourne drag legend Renée Scott has died
alone at home at the age of 61 from heart failure.

M

In 1977 Jan Hillier and Doug Lucas
invited Renée to perform it at their new
Wales Hotel in St Kilda.

grocery store near the family home at Canley

leaving only when the show closed in 1992.

It was an unlikely start for one of

Vale, NSW.
She never lost her love for the circus.

In the late 1990s Renée returned to the
M

Prince, where she worked in the bar.
Over the years she also donated her services

Ian Turpie

to the Melbourne Rainbow Awards and the

6.11.1943–11.3.2012

Fantasy Balls.
Graham Pengilly said: ‘She was, I have
to say, the best dance partner I’ve ever had.
She had done ballroom dancing when she

Entertainment Logie for Turpie Tonight.
Ian Bruce ‘Turps’ Turpie died of cancer

State Library of New South Wales.
Margaret Whitlam helped raise funds
for Actors Equity, was a patron of the NSW
Talent Development Project and was the
inaugural chair of the Australian Opera

in Narraweena, NSW.

Conference. She was on the board of Sydney
Dance Company from 1977 to 1982—the

M

early years of Graeme Murphy’s long tenure

Margaret Whitlam

ao

19.11.1919-17.3.2012
‘Margaret Whitlam dreamed of a career
on the stage or concert hall but the
war interfered with her plans,’ said her
biographer, Susan Mitchell. ‘She enjoyed

as artistic director. ‘It was really important
that people of that profile were seen to
support us in the early days,’ Murphy said.
‘She was a beautiful lady.’
Margaret Elaine Whitlam ao died
following a fall. She was 92.

acting in plays at her Sydney girls’ school.
Because she was very tall, she often got the

On Stage also pays tribute to:

male roles. That never worried her because

Although Ian Turpie will be particularly

she just loved it. When she studied singing she

Ray Fisher, who died of lung cancer on

remembered as the host of TV’s The New

was chuffed to hear she resembled the great

25 December 2011, chaired the Melbourne

Price is Right, he was a consummate all-round

Wagnerian soprano Kirsten Flagstad.’

Film Festival from 1964 to 1983, working closely

was younger but she just had a real flair, that

entertainer with an impressive list of credits

panache that you talk about. People talk about

in several fields.

the “it” factor on stage—she just had an ability

two Penguins and, in 1983, a Best Light

When the act broke up, Peggy married,
retired from the ring, and invested in a

Renée was a Pokey’s mainstay for 14 years,

Turpie won a Mo Hall of Fame Award,

was renamed the Five Riding St Leons.

Sunday night venue, Pokey’s, at the Prince of

Born in Boronia, Victoria, Turpie made

Although she never had a career in the

with the late Erwin Rado. He established the

performing arts, Margaret Whitlam was a

Surry Film Society in 1948, and ran it for 40 years.

strong supporter of the arts and enthusiastic

His music and opera reviews were heard

to transport you, and it became a much more

his stage début in a Boronia State School

attender of concerts, opera, ballet, theatre

on 3AW. Ray was creative director at the

credible performance. It was the one chance

production of Toad of Toad Hall. At the age

and film festivals.

K.M.Campbell advertising agency for 35 years.

where she had the opportunity to show who

of 10 he was accepted into the Crawford

she was as a person and a performer.’

Drama School. This led to juvenile roles in

recently. Late last year she enjoyed Benedict

Predominant in his commitment to celebrating

radio drama and stage appearances in Peter

Andrews’s STC production of Gross und Klein,

the artistry of Frank Sinatra, John Spencer

Pan (1957), Nude with Violin (1958), Auntie

with Cate Blanchett in the central role, and

died in Melbourne on 15 March 2012. John

M

Peggy St Leon
5.11.1920–6.2.2012

work and passed on his skills to others.

had danced with Borovansky, JCW and the

After the war Peggy, Joe and Stella revived

started performing ‘Night and Day’ with

Melbourne—and Marc knew everybody. He

by his wife, the former Bernice Powell, who

It was with Les Girls at the Ritz that she

Company B Belvoir, where he was front-of-

with lights, audio, costumes and staging,
visiting Russian dance companies and his

When war broke out, the circus was forced

many years. He also taught at Actors Centre

Mrs Whitlam attended the theatre until

Mame (1959) and Bye Bye Birdie (1961). He

she was at the opening night of Turandot at

joined the Melbourne-based International

was in several National Theatre productions,

the Sydney Opera House in January 2012.

Sinatra Society in 1981. He became a committee

including Macbeth. His later Sydney stage

For many years she subscribed to the Sydney

member in 1988, secretary-treasurer in 1985,

work included a major role in Craig

Symphony and Musica Viva concerts.

and a life member in 2009.

Circus equestrian and acrobat Margaret Egan

McGregor’s rock opera Hero at the Seymour

(‘Peggy’) St Leon was born at Wangaratta,

Centre (1976), a season of Jesus Christ Superstar

experience,’ said News Limited chief

The ebullient Helen Thomas, who died on

Victoria, the daughter of Reginald St Leon,

with Marcia Hines and Jon English at

executive Kim Williams, who is married to

22 October 2011 at the age of 80, appeared

an acrobat, musician and composer with the

St George’s Leagues Club, and co-starring

Whitlam’s daughter, Catherine Dovey. ‘She

in revues at the Muse and the Arrow Theatres

Great United Circus, run by his father, Gus.

with Jill Perryman and Noel Ferrier in the

particularly remembered conductor Edo de

and in Tin Alley Players and St Martin’s

The St Leon family had been entertaining

revue Bubble and Squeak at the Bull and Bush

Waart’s Mahler concerts with the Sydney

productions. In the mid-1960s she was featured

Australians since 1847.

theatre restaurant.

Symphony, and Lorin Maazel conducting

at Tikki and John’s and in 1970 in the revue

Bartok or Brahms.’

Oh Sir Henry! at the Athenaeum. She also had

Peggy mastered a variety of circus skills,

Turpie’s singing career had started

‘She just adored the big symphonic

starting with tumbling. At age four she made

when he was in his teens. This led to TV

Melbourne’s favourite drag artistes: Chelsea

her first novelty appearance in the family

appearances on Bandstand, Time for Terry and

way she attended performances not out of

State School, Aspendale Technical School,

act, then moved on to trapeze and bareback

The Graham Kennedy Show. In 1964 he stood in

duty, but love. Later in life, when she and

and qualified as a carpenter. But Raymond

Compiled with thanks to Stephen Costan,

riding. When the harsh Depression years

for Johnny O’Keefe as compère of Sing Sing

her husband Gough entered a theatre, there

Kenneth Brown’s interests were elsewhere:

Blair Edgar oam, Angela Embleton (Dancers

Melbourne-born Marc Psaila was a 1986

reduced the family show to lacklustre stands

Sing and he went on to host The Go!! Show.

would sometimes be spontaneous applause.’

Company), Robert Foster, Graeme Haigh,

graduate of The National Theatre Drama

‘I was growing up when Les Girls first arrived

in the Melbourne suburbs, Peggy contributed

School. Joan Harris am, who was then the

and thought how very glamorous they all

to the program while, for the only time in her

work the lucrative club circuit. The 1980s saw

possibly more adventurous than her husband,’

Alan Mayberry, Chris Ryan, Eugene Schlusser,

school’s director, said Marc’s extraordinary

looked, not thinking for even one second

life, she attended school regularly.

him as TV’s most familiar game show host,

said Mary Vallentine, former head of the

Mark St. Leon.	

Marc Psaila
29.2.1964–16.3.2012
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In the 1970s Turpie moved to Sydney to
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‘Arts identities remembered her for the

‘She had eclectic musical tastes, and was

guest roles on TV’s The Magic Circle Club.

Joan Harris am, Rashida Joseph, Leigh Klooger,
n
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Small world
‘There has been on view for some time past
at the Eastern Arcade, Bourke Street, what is
advertised as the “smallest man in the world”,’
reported The Australian, Windsor, Richmond and
Hawkesbury Advertiser on 22 January 1881.
The article continued: ‘According to the

ON STAGE

account of Mr Dominick Sonsee himself, he was
born at Geelong in 1851, and is therefore thirty
years of age. He is 24 inches (61cm) in height,

ISNN 1444-0156

and weighs 44 lbs (20kg) only. His brother, who
is a few years older, is above the average height,

Autumn 2012
Vol.13 No.2

standing 5ft l0in. (178cm), and with a manly
development. In the Australian dwarf ’s instance,
the dwarfing is from the head downwards,
that member being of normal size, intelligent
looking, and furnished with a dark flowing
beard. Beyond not being able to walk, partly
owing, it is stated, to his breaking one of his legs
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at an early age, Mr Sonsee conducts himself as

Twins, was auctioned by Leski, Melbourne,
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Finding the right pitch........................ 12

on 21 March 2012. The estimated price was

and seems thoroughly to enjoy his existence. He

$400-$800, but the lot failed to attract the

is certainly an object of great curiosity.’

minimum bid, $300. 
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